
Curriculum Overview
In the EIF, Ofsted set out a conception of a quality curriculum, understanding that curriculum is different from pedagogy. This is based on both
the Ofsted review of existing research and their own curriculum research programme. Ofsted define progress in curricular terms as knowing
more and remembering more, so a curriculum needs to carefully plan for that progress by considering the building blocks and
sequence in each subject. Curriculum is about what teachers teach and when, and what pupils learn.

Subject overview: MFL

Curriculum Intent:

“A curriculum that is ambitious and designed to give all pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils and including pupils with SEND, the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life”

In MFL we aim to give confidence to students to enable them to express themselves in a foreign language and be able to explore other cultures through
language. We are doing this by :

● building grammatical structures over the course of the three years in KS3, ensuring students can express themselves in the past, present and future
in the target language in a given number of studied topics. We teach students to develop the skills to apply the learnt grammatical structures to any
topic.

● at KS4, the intent is to revisit topics at a higher level, to know and be able to use more sophisticated vocabulary and a wider range of tenses in both
their spoken and written work. We aim to ensure they can speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity and write at varying length, for
different purposes and audiences,

● adding breadth and depth through academic literacy including home learning on a specific genre and using authentic resources for reading and
speaking about the different cultures where Spanish is spoken in order to add opportunities for cultural capital through visits and speakers as well as
the use of authentic sources.

● raising the profile of MfL in the school through engaging SOW, extra curricular clubs and well-planned lessons that support student preparedness for
learning and life beyond the classroom.

“The curriculum is coherently planned and sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge and skills for future learning and employment.”

Our Languages curriculum aims to foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen their understanding of the world whilst also providing opportunities for them to
communicate for practical purposes. In MFL we plan for students to understand the improved job opportunities or the ability to travel and live in other
countries that learning additional languages could bring.



“The curriculum is successfully adapted, designed or developed to be ambitious and meet the needs of pupils with SEND, developing their knowledge,
skills and abilities to apply what they know and can do with increasing fluency and independence”

In MFL we are fully inclusive. We use a range of strategies for SEND students to be able to access and progress through the full curriculum. All students in
class are taught the full curriculum. Specific strategies are shown below. SEND students’ curriculum needs are met through adapting the curriculum,
breaking up the task and using visual resources. For example, highlighting sections of a listening task and linking vocabulary to pictorial clues. All resources
are adapted, giving the necessary support for SEND students to be able to achieve in line with their peers.

Curriculum Planning:
Year: 7 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point They are various : some students are
completely new to Spanish, some
students have studied it in primary school,
some students already speak a foreign
language so will be able to make links
and some students are native speakers.

All students had at least one
half-term of Spanish so they now
know the basics and can
introduce themselves and talk
about school to an elementary
level.

All students had at least four
half-terms of Spanish so they
know the basics and can
introduce themselves and their
family members, talk about
school and their house to a
deeper level in Spanish.

Big concepts to learn Autumn 1 :

Vocabulary :

¡ Vamos ! :
● ¡ Hola !
● ¿Cuántos años tienes?
● ¡ Feliz cumpleaños !
● En mi mochila
● En clase

Topics :
● Theme 1 : Identity and culture /

Topic 1: Me, my family and friends
● Theme 3: Current and future study

and employment / Topic 1: My
studies

Spring 1 :

Vocabulary:

Mi familia :
● ¿Tienes hermanos?
● En mi familia
● ¿Tienes animales?
● ¿Cómo eres?
● Tengo los ojos azules

Topics :
● Theme 1 : Identity and

culture / Topic 1: Me, my
family and friends

Grammar :

Summer 1:

Vocabulary :

El tiempo libre :
● Mi tiempo libre
● ¿Qué hora es?
● ¿Qué deportes haces?
● Me gusta ir al cine
● ¿Qué haces?

Topics :
● Theme 1 : Identity and

culture / Topic 3:
Free-time activities

● Theme 1 : Identity and
culture / Topic 2:
Technology in everyday



Grammar :

● To be able to greet people and
introduce ourselves

● To be able to answer easy
questions like “what’s your
name?”, “where do you live?”

● To be able to use “to have” to say
how old we are

● To be able to count up to 100
● To be able to use “to be” to say

when our birthday is
● To be able to remember the days

and the months of the year
● To be able to say what there is in

your school bag
● To be able to say what there is in

the classroom
● To be able to distinguish “un” and

“una” to say “a”
● To be able to distinguish “el” and

“la” to say “the”

Autumn 2 :

Vocabulary :

En el instituto :
● ¿Qué estudias?
● ¿Qué haces en clase?
● Los profesores
● Me gusta el español
● ¿Qué comes?

Topics :

● To be able to say if you
have any brothers and
sisters

● To be able to use “to
have” to say how many
siblings you have

● To be able to know the
family members in
Spanish

● To be able to count up to
100

● To be able to use
possessive pronouns to
say “my”, “your”, “his/her”
in Spanish

● To be able to say if you
have a pet at home

● To be able to remember
the colours in Spanish

● To be able to agree
adjectives according to
masculine / feminine
nouns

● To be able to talk about
our appearance in
Spanish

● To be able to use “to be”
in Spanish

● To be able to talk about
hair and eyes in Spanish

● To be able to remember
that adjectives come
after the nouns in
Spanish

Spring 2 :

Vocabulary :

life

Grammar :

● To be able to say what we
do in our free time

● To be able to use
stem-changing verbs like
“salir” and “hacer”

● To be able to know that
“al” is a + el

● To be able to count up to
100

● To be able to tell the time
in Spanish

● To be able to use “ir” in
the present tense

● To be able to know the
different kinds of sport

● To be able to use
stem-changing verbs like
“jugar” and “hacer”

● To be able to give your
opinion about sports

● To be able to use adverbs
of frequency

● To be able to use the near
future

Summer 2 :

Vocabulary :

En la ciudad :

● ¿Cómo es tu ciudad?
● ¿Qué hay?
● ¿Quieres ir al cine?



● Theme 3: Current and future study
and employment / Topic 1: My
studies

● Theme 3: Current and future study
and employment / Topic 2: Life at
school/college

Grammar :

● To be able to greet people and
introduce ourselves

● To be able to answer easy
questions like “what’s your
name?”, “where do you live?”

● To be able to use “to have” to say
how old we are

● To be able to count up to 100
● To be able to use “to be” to say

when our birthday is
● To be able to remember the days

of the weeks and the months of
the year

● To be able to say what there is in
your school bag

● To be able to say what there is in
the classroom

● To be able to distinguish “un” and
“una” to say “a”

● To be able to distinguish “el” and
“la” to say “the”

En casa :

● Vivimos en Europa
● ¿Cómo es tu casa?
● Las habitaciones
● En mi dormitorio
● ¿Qué haces?

Topics :
● Theme 2: Local, national,

international and global
areas of interest / Topic
1: Home, town,
neighbourhood and
region

● Theme 1 : Identity and
culture / Topic 3:
Free-time activities

Grammar :

● To be able to remember
the different European
countries in Spanish

● To be able to use the
verb “to live” in Spanish

● To be able to describe
your town in Spanish
using appropriate
adjectives

● To be able to use the
second verb “to be” in
Spanish to give locations

● To be able to remember
the different rooms in our
house in Spanish

● To be able to use the

● ¿Qué tiempo hace?
● Este fin de semana

Topics :
● Theme 1 : Identity and

culture / Topic 3:
Free-time activities

● Theme 2 : Local, national,
international and global
areas of interest / Topic 1:
Home, town,
neighbourhood and
region

Grammar :

● To be able to use the near
future tense “voy a …”

● To be able to use
connectives to make
longer sentences “pero”,
“porque”, “también” …

● To be able to know the
different places in town

● To be able to use “hay”
● To be able to formulate

and answer to an
invitation

● To be able to tell the time
and the day

● To be able to use the verb
“querer”

● To be able to talk about
the weather

● To be able to ask and
answer questions about
the weather

● To be able to use



present tense with all
kinds of verbs

● To be able to describe
your bedroom in Spanish

● To be able to say what
you do in your bedroom

● To be able to use the
conditional to say how
you would like your
bedroom to be in
Spanish

● To be able to use the
correct prepositions to
say where objects are in
your bedroom

● To be able to use
stem-changing verbs in
the present tense like
“jugar” or “dormir”

“cuando” to add
informations

● To be able to use the past
tense to say what you
used to do in your town

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Autumn 1 : Topic : Vamos (introducing
yourself)

Lesson 1: Hola
Vocabulary objective : class rules +
greetings + introducing yourself
Grammar objective : tener que = I have to
Production objective : very short dialogue
Lesson 2 : ¿Cuántos años tienes?
Vocabulary objective : numbers up to 15
Grammar objective : tener to say your age
Production objective : little writing text
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
pronunciation

Spring 1 : Mi familia (My
family)

Lesson 1: ¿Tienes hermanos?
Vocabulary objective : family
members
Grammar objective : possessive
adjectives
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 2 : En mi familia
Vocabulary objective : numbers
up to 100
Grammar objective : possessive
adjectives revision

Summer 1 : El tiempo libre
(free time)
Lesson 1: Mi tiempo libre
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities
Grammar objective : to the = al +
salir (to go out)/ hacer (to do)
present tense
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 2 : ¿Qué hora es?
Vocabulary objective : say the
time in Spanish
Grammar objective : ir (to go)
Production objective : writing text



Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task : Write down 90 words
introducing yourself :

What’s your name, where do you live,
how old are you, when is your birthday,
what do you have in your school bag and
what is there in your Spanish classroom ?
Lesson 4 : Feliz cumpleaños
Vocabulary objective : numbers up to 30 +
months
Grammar objective : say when your
birthday is (using SER)
Production objective : very short dialogue
Lesson 5 : En mi mochila
Vocabulary objective : school bag items +
say the alphabet in Spanish
Grammar objective : Use "a" = un/una
Production objective : improved writing
task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of the
alphabet
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write down 90
words introducing yourself :

What’s your name, where do you live,
how old are you, when is your birthday,

Production objective : writing text
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
family members
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

What’s your name, where do you
live, how old are you, when is
your birthday, what do you have
in your school bag and what is
there in your Spanish classroom
?What do you study at school ?
What do you do in lesson ?
What is your teacher like? Do
you like Spanish ? What do you
eat and drink during break time?
Do you have brothers and
sisters?
Lesson 4 : ¿Tienes animales?
Vocabulary objective : pets
Grammar objective : agreements
of colours
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 5 : ¿Cómo eres?
Vocabulary objective : physical
appearance + quantity adverbs
Grammar objective : Use of SER
= to be
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar

Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

• la música que te gusta y por
qué (the music you like and why)
= 4 opinions + 4 justifications
• un concierto al que fuiste en el
pasado (a concert you went to in
the past) = 4 past tense
• un deporte que haces
regularmente (a sport you do
regularly) = 4 present tense
• una película que te gustaría ver
en el futuro (a movie you would
like to see) = 4 conditional
Lesson 4 : ¿Qué deportes
haces?
Vocabulary objective : sports
Grammar objective : jugar (to
play)
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 5 : Me gusta ir al cine
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities combined with opinions
Grammar objective : me gusta +
infinitives
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar



what do you have in your school bag and
what is there in your Spanish classroom ?
Lesson 7 : En clase
Vocabulary objective : classroom
Grammar objective : Use "the" = el/la
Production objective : slightly longer
dialogue
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : pronounciation +
numbers up to 30 + months + school
Grammar objective : tener + ser + un/una
+ el/la + opinions + justifications
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of the
vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write down 90
words introducing yourself :

What’s your name, where do you live,
how old are you, when is your birthday,
what do you have in your school bag and
what is there in your Spanish classroom ?

Autumn 2 : Topic : En el instituto (at
school)
Lesson 1: ¿Qué estudias?
Vocabulary objective : school subjects +
days of the week
Grammar objective : estudiar = to study
Production objective : short dialogue

Vocabulary objective : revision of
family members
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

What’s your name, where do you
live, how old are you, when is
your birthday, what do you have
in your school bag and what is
there in your Spanish classroom
?What do you study at school ?
What do you do in lesson? What
is your teacher like ? Do you like
Spanish ? What do you eat and
drink during break time ? Do you
have brothers and sisters?
Lesson 7 : Tengo los ojos
azules
Vocabulary objective : hair +
eyes + colours
Grammar objective : Use of
adjectives to describe people
Production objective : slightly
longer dialogue
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : family
members + pets + colours +
numbers + adjectives
Grammar objective : tener + ser
+ opinions + justifications +
present tense
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar

Vocabulary objective : revision of
free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

• la música que te gusta y por
qué (the music you like and why)
= 4 opinions + 4 justifications
• un concierto al que fuiste en el
pasado (a concert you went to in
the past) = 4 past tense
• un deporte que haces
regularmente (a sport you do
regularly) = 4 present tense
• una película que te gustaría ver
en el futuro (a movie you would
like to see) = 4 conditional
Lesson 7 : ¿Qué vas a hacer?
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities
Grammar objective : Immediate
future "voy a ..." = I'm going to ...
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense +
future tense
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of



Lesson 2 : ¿Qué haces en clase?
Vocabulary objective : class activities
Grammar objective : regular verbs
present tense I form
Production objective : short writing text
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of opinions
+ justifications + present tense
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write down 90
words introducing yourself :

What’s your name, where do you live,
how old are you, when is your birthday,
what do you have in your school bag and
what is there in your Spanish classroom
?What do you study at school ? What do
you do in lesson ? How is your teacher
like ? Do you like Spanish ? What do you
eat and drink during break time ?
Lesson 4 : Los profesores
Vocabulary objective : adjectives to
describe teachers (masculine/feminine)
Grammar objective : express opinions
about teachers
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 5 : Me gusta el español
Vocabulary objective : adjectives to
describe subjects (masculine/feminine)

Vocabulary objective : revision of
the vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

What’s your name, where do you
live, how old are you, when is
your birthday, what do you have
in your school bag and what is
there in your Spanish classroom
?What do you study at school ?
What do you do in lesson ? How
is your teacher like ? Do you like
Spanish ? What do you eat and
drink during break time ? Do you
have brothers and sisters?

Spring 2 : En casa (at home)
Lesson 1: Vivimos en Europa
Vocabulary objective : where we
live
Grammar objective : vivir = to
live
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 2 : ¿Cómo es tu casa?
Vocabulary objective :
description of house
environment
Grammar objective : estar = to
be (located)
Production objective : short
writing text

the vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense +
future tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

• la música que te gusta y por
qué (the music you like and why)
= 4 opinions + 4 justifications
• un concierto al que fuiste en el
pasado (a concert you went to in
the past) = 4 past tense
• un deporte que haces
regularmente (a sport you do
regularly) = 4 present tense
• una película que te gustaría ver
en el futuro (a movie you would
like to see) = 4 conditional

Summer 2 : En la ciudad (in the
city)
Lesson 1: ¿Cómo es tu
ciudad?
Vocabulary objective : adjectives
to describe town
Grammar objective : future tense
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 2 : ¿Qué hay?
Vocabulary objective : places in
town
Grammar objective : revision of
"a" and "the" in Spanish
(masculine/feminine) + future



Grammar objective : express opinions
about subjects
Production objective : improved writing
task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of the
vocabulary
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : redraft the writing
text + prepare notes for speaking
assessment
Progress Task - TICKS : Write down 90
words introducing yourself :

What’s your name, where do you live,
how old are you, when is your birthday,
what do you have in your school bag and
what is there in your Spanish classroom
?What do you study at school ? What do
you do in lesson ? How is your teacher
like ? Do you like Spanish ? What do you
eat and drink during break time ?
Lesson 7 : Listening and Reading
assessment
Vocabulary objective : school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : understand spoken
and written Spanish to write down correct
answers
Lesson 8 : Writing Assessment
Vocabulary objective : school

Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
house items
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense +
SER/ESTAR
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

• una descripción de tu casa = a
description of your house (4
present tense)
• tu habitación preferida = your
favourite room (4 opinions + 4
justifications)
• qué hiciste en tu jardín = what
did you do your garden (4 past
tense)
• el tipo de casa en que quieres
vivir en el futuro = the type of
house where you want to live in
the future. (4 future tense)
Lesson 4 : Las habitaciones
Vocabulary objective : the
different rooms in a house
Grammar objective : present
tense of regular verbs
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 5 : En mi dormitorio
Vocabulary objective : items in
your bedroom
Grammar objective :
prepositions
Production objective : improved

tense
Production objective : short
writing text
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
places in town + adjectives
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense +
future tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

• el tamaño y lugar de tu ciudad
(size and location of your town) =
4 present tense
• lo que te gusta hacer en tu
ciudad (what you can do in your
town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
• qué hiciste en tu ciudad el fin de
semana pasado (what you did
last week) = 4 past tense
• lo que cambiarías en tu ciudad
(what you would change) = 4
conditional
Lesson 4 : ¿Quieres ir al cine?
Vocabulary objective : make and
respond to invites + agree on
time and place
Grammar objective : querer = to
want to
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 5 : ¿Qué tiempo hace?
Vocabulary objective : weather in



Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 9 : Speaking Assessment
Vocabulary objective : school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of
the vocabulary
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

• una descripción de tu casa = a
description of your house (4
present tense)
• tu habitación preferida = your
favourite room (4 opinions + 4
justifications)
• qué hiciste en tu jardín = what
did you do your garden (4 past
tense)
• el tipo de casa en que quieres
vivir en el futuro = the type of
house where you want to live in
the future. (4 future tense)
Lesson 7 : Listening and
Reading assessment
Vocabulary objective : your
family and yourself / school/
house
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective :
understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct
answers
Lesson 8 : Writing

Spanish
Grammar objective : cuando +
weather expressions (when it's
sunny, I go to...)
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of
the vocabulary
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense +
future tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Progress Task - TICKS : Write
down 90 words introducing
yourself :

• el tamaño y lugar de tu ciudad
(size and location of your town) =
4 present tense
• lo que te gusta hacer en tu
ciudad (what you can do in your
town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
• qué hiciste en tu ciudad el fin de
semana pasado (what you did
last week) = 4 past tense
• lo que cambiarías en tu ciudad
(what you would change) = 4
conditional
Lesson 7 : Listening and
Reading assessment
Vocabulary objective : your family
and yourself / school/ house /
free time / town
Grammar objective : opinions +



Assessment
Vocabulary objective : your
family and yourself / school/
house
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90
words
Lesson 9 : Speaking
Assessment
Vocabulary objective : your
family and yourself / school/
house
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

justifications + present tense +
future tense
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 8 : Writing Assessment
Vocabulary objective : your family
and yourself / school/ house /
free time / town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense +
future tense
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 9 : Speaking
Assessment
Vocabulary objective : your family
and yourself / school/ house /
free time / town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense +
future tense
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

Adaptations for SEND Use of pictures to support the learning of
new vocabulary and students are given
adapted resources* eg. key words
highlighted in reading/listening tasks,
translation tasks guided, writing tasks
scaffolded to be able to support their
learning.
(SEND and low able students receive a
*specific booklet (different from the
mainstream one) with support and prompt
to guide them towards the correct
answers).

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources* eg. key words
highlighted in reading/listening
tasks, translation tasks guided,
writing tasks scaffolded to be
able to support their learning.
(SEND and low able students
receive a *specific booklet
(different from the mainstream
one) with support and prompt to
guide them towards the correct

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources* eg. key words
highlighted in reading/listening
tasks, translation tasks guided,
writing tasks scaffolded to be
able to support their learning.
(SEND and low able students
receive a *specific booklet
(different from the mainstream
one) with support and prompt to
guide them towards the correct



answers). answers).

Adaptations following
students’ voice

Following our meetings with our different
curriculum consultants throughout the
year, we have decided to adapt our
curriculum regarding 3 main priorities :

● A bigger emphasis on vocabulary
retention

● More translation tasks to embed
this vocabulary in context (other
than listening or reading)

● More planning time before doing a
writing task : students now need to
fill in some clouds to make sure
they can think of which success
criteria they are going to include.
Indeed, grammar is half of the
marks.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks and
George Washington Carver tackling
different resources in Spanish. Moreover,
students will be exposed to specific
vocabulary (even though it is not in the
AQA vocabulary list provided) to be able
to describe themselves physically and be
better represented.

Students will learn about Jesse Owens to
celebrate Black History Month.

Students will learn about
Sojourner Truth and Becker T
Washington tackling different
resources in Spanish. Moreover,
students will be exposed to
specific vocabulary (even though
it is not in the AQA vocabulary
list provided) to be able to
describe themselves physically
and be better represented.

Students will learn about Jessie
Owens and Bessie Coleman
tackling different resources in
Spanish. Moreover, students will
be exposed to specific
vocabulary (even though it is not
in the AQA vocabulary list
provided) to be able to describe
themselves physically and be
better represented.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks and
Miss Childress (who invented the KFC
recipe)

Through the story of Sojourner
Truth who was an American
abolitionist and women's rights
activist, students will learn how
women’s rights have evolved in
Spain.

Through the story of Bessie
Coleman, who was the first
Native American to hold a pilot
licence, students will learn how
job opportunities have evolved in
Spain.



Opportunities to
challenge Islamophobia
or homophobia

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Students are shown some schools and
towns in Spain to identify the cultural
differences. Teachers are teaching the
vocabulary of school subjects and jobs

Students are shown some
cultural differences with how
families function in Spain and
South America.

Students are shown Barcelona
and some cities in South America
to talk about their architectures
and art life.

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
short emails sent by 3 Spanish
people to introduce themselves.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about a
tweet sent to them.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract of the biography of the
Beckham family.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about 2
short emails sent to them by
Spanish students talking about
their school subjects.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about a
short presentation of Luis Miguel
(could be something they read on
Wikipedia).

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about a
short presentation on school
subjects linked with opinions.

●

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus

Students will be tested on the 4 skills they
need to master a language : listening,

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a



Aut 2 & Sum 2) reading, writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar knowledge
to estimate if they can understand the
target language (passively) but also if
they are able to express themselves in
the target language (actively)

language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they
can understand the target
language (passively) but also if
they are able to express
themselves in the target
language (actively)

language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are
able to express themselves in the
target language (actively)

Year: 8 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point They all have studied Spanish in Y7.
They should know on a basic level
how to talk about themselves, their
family and friends, about school life,
about their free time activities, their
house and town.

They all have studied Spanish in Y7
and in Y8 for 2 half-terms. They
should know on a basic level how to
talk about themselves, their family
and friends, about school life, about
their free time activities, their house
and town and finally holidays.

They all have studied Spanish in
Y7 and in Y8 for 4 half-terms.
They should know on a basic
level how to talk about
themselves, their family and
friends, about school life, about
their free time activities, their
house and town, holidays, food
and fashion.

Big concepts to learn Autumn 1 :

Vocabulary :

La gente :
● Presentaciones
● Mis amigos
● Las estrellas
● Mi rutina diaria
● Tu nacionalidad

Spring 1 :

Vocabulary :

La comida :
● ¿Qué desayunas?
● En el mercado
● En el restaurante
● Una cena especial
● ¿Qué te gusta comer?

Summer 1 :

Vocabulary :

Barcelona :
● La ciudad
● De compras en Barcelona
● ¿Dónde está?
● Soy turista en Barcelona
● Barcelona en tus sueños



Topics:
● Theme 1 : Identity and culture

/ Topic 1: Me, my family and
friends

● Theme 1 : Identity and culture
/ Topic 4: Customs and
festivals in Spanish-speaking
countries/communities

Grammar :

● To be able to say what you do
in your free time

● To be able to give opinions
● To be able to describe people
● To be able to use adjectives

and connectives
● To be able to use “to be” and

“to have”
● To be able to make

comparisons using “more
than”

● To be able to talk about your
daily routine

● To be able to use reflexive
verbs

● To be able to talk about the
different nationalities

● To be able to use the past, the
present and the future

Autumn 2 :

Vocabulary :

Mis vacaciones :

Topics :
● Theme 1: Identity and culture

/ Topic 3: Free-time activities

Grammar :

● To be able to talk about food
● To be able to talk about the

different meals of the day
● To be able to use the past

tense, the future tense and
the conditional

● To be able to say when you
buy food

● To be able to describe the
quantities of food you buy

● To be able to order food at
the restaurant and read the
menu

● To be able to use the polite
form “usted”

● To be able to talk about food
you had in the past

● To be able to talk about what
you like eating and what you
don’t like

● To be able to use the past,
the present and the future

Spring 2 :

Vocabulary :

De moda :
● La ropa
● El uniforme escolar
● ¿Qué prefieres?

Topics :
● Theme 2: Local, national,

international and global
areas of interest / Topic 1:
Home, town,
neighbourhood and
region

● Theme 2: Local, national,
international and global
areas of interest / Topic 4:
Travel and tourism

Grammar :

● To be able to describe
what there is to see and
do in Barcelona

● To be able to use opinions
and justifications in
different tenses

● To be able to talk about
the different kinds of
Spanish shops

● To be able to make the
difference between
“¿dónde?” and “donde”

● To be able to use “se
puede”

● To be able to ask for
directions

● To be able to make the
difference between “ser”
and “estar”

● To be able to describe
your holiday in Spain

● To be able to understand
a story in Spanish

● To be able to use the



● ¿Adónde fuiste?
● ¡ Buen viaje !
● ¿Qué hiciste?
● ¿Qué tal lo pasaste?
● Un viaje estupendo

Topics :
● Theme 2: Local, national,

international and global areas
of interest / Topic 4: Travel and
tourism

Grammar :

● To be able to say where you
went on holiday

● To be able to say how it was
● To be able to use the past

tense
● To be able to say how you

travelled
● To be able to describe your

holiday in the past
● To be able to use “ser” and “ir”

in the past tense
● To be able to say what you did

during your holiday
● To be able to give an opinion

in the past
● To be able to give details

about your holiday
● To be able to use the past, the

present and the future

● Vamos a ir a Argentina
● Un baile de disfraces

Topics :
● Theme 1: Identity and culture

/ Topic 3: Free-time activities
● Theme 1: Identity and culture

/ Topic 4: Customs and
festivals in Spanish-speaking
countries/communities

Grammar :
● To be able to talk about

clothes in Spanish
● To be able to agree the

colours with the clothes items
● To be able to use the verb to

wear in different tenses
● To be able to talk about the

school uniform
● To be able to make some

comparisons using “más que”
● To be able to use some

superlatives
● To be able to talk about a trip

to Argentina
● To be able to say what you

are going to do and wear in
Argentina

● To be able to say what you
were wearing and what you
were doing at the ball

● To be able to use the past,
the present and the future

past, the present, the
future and the conditional

Summer 2 :

Vocabulary :

Vamos a salir :
● ¿Adónde vas?
● Vamos a salir
● ¿Te gustaría ir a la

bolera?
● No puedo
● Tengo un problema

Topics :
● Theme 2: Local, national,

international and global
areas of interest / Topic 1:
Home, town,
neighbourhood and
region

● Theme 2: Local, national,
international and global
areas of interest / Topic 2:
Social issues

Grammar :

● To be able to talk about
the different places in
town

● To be able to use the
future tense to say what
you are planning to do in
your free time

● To be able to use more
connectives



● To be able to invite
someone in Spanish

● To be able to accept or
decline invitations

● To be able to express
opinions in the conditional

● To be able to make an
excuse in Spanish

● To be able to use
“querer”, “poder” and
“tengo que” in Spanish

● To be able to say what a
person likes and dislikes

● To be able to use the
past, the present, the
future and the conditional

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Autumn 1 : Topic : La gente
(people)

Lesson 1: Presentaciones
Vocabulary objective : class rules +
free time activities + opinions
Grammar objective : hacer (to do) /
salir (to go out) / ir (to go) present
tense
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 2 : Mis amigos
Vocabulary objective : physical
descriptions of friends + agreement of
adjectives
Grammar objective : tener + ser

Spring 1 : Topic : La comida (food)

Lesson 1: ¿Qué desayunas?
Vocabulary objective : food +
different meals of the day
Grammar objective : verbs in the
present tense related to the different
meals of the day
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 2 : En el mercado
Vocabulary objective : food +
quantities (numbers up to 1000)
Grammar objective : comprar (to
buy) in the past tense
Production objective : 90 words

Summer 1 : Topic : Barcelona
Lesson 1: La ciudad
Vocabulary objective : touristic
places in Barcelona
Grammar objective : opinions in
past, present, future
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 2 : De compras en
Barcelona
Vocabulary objective : different
types of shops and what we can
buy there
Grammar objective : se puede/se
pueden = you can



present tense
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
vocabulary
Grammar objective : present + future
tense + opinions + justifications
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● Your favourite singer and what
he/she is like

● A concert you went to in the
past

● Where and when you normally
listen to music

● What you would like to do with
your favourite celebrity if you
were meeting her/him

Lesson 4 : Las estrellas
Vocabulary objective : describe
famous people
Grammar objective : use "more ...
than" or "less ... than"
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 5 : Mi rutina diaria
Vocabulary objective : verbs in the
present tense to talk about daily
routine
Grammar objective : reflexive verbs
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar

writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
food + meals + quantities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● tu comida y bebida preferida
= your favourite food and
drink

● lo que comiste y bebiste ayer
= what you ate and drank
yesterday

● comida y bebida que no te
gusta = food and drink you
don’t like

● lo que quieres comer en el
restaurante en España =
what you want to eat in Spain

Lesson 4 : En el restaurante
Vocabulary objective : food + order
in Spanish
Grammar objective : usted (formal
you)
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 5 : Una cena especial
Vocabulary objective : meal in the
past
Grammar objective : comer (to eat)
and salir (to go out) in the past
Production objective : improved

Production objective : writing text
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
places in town in Barcelona
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● el tamaño y lugar de tu
ciudad (size and location of your
town) = 4 present tense
● lo que te gusta hacer en
tu ciudad (what you can do in
your town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
● qué hiciste en tu ciudad el
fin de semana pasado (what you
did last week) = 4 past tense
● lo que cambiarías en tu
ciudad (what you would change)
= 4 conditional
Lesson 4 : ¿Dónde está?
Vocabulary objective : ask and
give directions
Grammar objective : SER/ESTAR
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 5 : Soy turista en
Barcelona
Vocabulary objective : describe a
stay in Barcelona in the past
Grammar objective : past,
present, future
Production objective : improved



Vocabulary objective : revision of
vocabulary
Grammar objective : present + future
tense + opinions + justifications
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write down
90 words about :

● Your favourite singer and what
he/she is like

● A concert you went to in the
past

● Where and when you normally
listen to music

● What you would like to do with
your favourite celebrity if you
were meeting her/him

Lesson 7 : Tu nacionalidad
Vocabulary objective : different
nationalities
Grammar objective : gender in
nationalities
Production objective : slightly longer
dialogue
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities / physical descriptions /
nationalities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present tense + future
tense
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of the
vocabulary learnt so far

writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
food + meals + quantities + order
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● tu comida y bebida preferida
= your favourite food and
drink

● lo que comiste y bebiste ayer
= what you ate and drank
yesterday

● comida y bebida que no te
gusta = food and drink you
don’t like

● lo que quieres comer en el
restaurante en España = what you
want to eat in Spain
Lesson 7 : ¿Qué te gusta comer?
Vocabulary objective : opinions +
food/drinks
Grammar objective : past tense
Production objective : slightly longer
dialogue
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of
food + meals + quantities + order
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future

writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
places in town + directions
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● el tamaño y lugar de tu
ciudad (size and location of your
town) = 4 present tense
● lo que te gusta hacer en
tu ciudad (what you can do in
your town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
● qué hiciste en tu ciudad el
fin de semana pasado (what you
did last week) = 4 past tense
● lo que cambiarías en tu
ciudad (what you would change)
= 4 conditional
Lesson 7 : Barcelona en tus
sueños
Vocabulary objective : touristic
activities
Grammar objective : Conditional
tense
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : touristic
places + activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +



Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + present + future tense
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write down
90 words about :

● Your favourite singer and what
he/she is like

● A concert you went to in the
past

● Where and when you normally
listen to music

● What you would like to do with
your favourite celebrity if you
were meeting her/him

Autumn 2 : Topic : Mis vacaciones
(my holidays)
Lesson 1: ¿Adónde fuiste?
Vocabulary objective : countries
Grammar objective : to go in the past
tense
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 2 : ¡Buen viaje!
Vocabulary objective : means of
transport
Grammar objective : past tense of ir
(to go) and ser (to be)
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar

Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of the
vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● tu comida y bebida preferida
= your favourite food and
drink

● lo que comiste y bebiste ayer
= what you ate and drank
yesterday

● comida y bebida que no te
gusta = food and drink you
don’t like

● lo que quieres comer en el
restaurante en España = what you
want to eat in Spain

Spring 2 : Topic : De moda
Lesson 1: La ropa
Vocabulary objective : clothes
Grammar objective : colours
agreement with clothes items
(feminine/masculine;singular/plural)
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 2 : El uniforme escolar
Vocabulary objective : school
uniform
Grammar objective : this/these

future + conditional
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
the vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● el tamaño y lugar de tu
ciudad (size and location of your
town) = 4 present tense
● lo que te gusta hacer en
tu ciudad (what you can do in
your town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
● qué hiciste en tu ciudad el
fin de semana pasado (what you
did last week) = 4 past tense
● lo que cambiarías en tu
ciudad (what you would change)
= 4 conditional

Summer 2 : Topic : Vamos a
salir (going out)
Lesson 1: ¿Adónde vas?
Vocabulary objective : places in
town
Grammar objective : near future
tense
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 2 : Vamos a salir
Vocabulary objective :



Vocabulary objective : revision of
countries and transports
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task - TICKS : Write down
90 words about :

• tu alojamiento / dónde y cómo fuiste
de vacaciones = your accommodation
/ where you went / how you went
there - transport
• qué hiciste en España = what did
you do in Spain
• por qué son importantes las
vacaciones. = why are holidays
important
• adónde vas de vacaciones el año
que viene = where are you going for
next holiday
Lesson 4 : ¿Qué hiciste?
Vocabulary objective : activities in the
past
Grammar objective : visitar = to visit
in the past tense
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 5 : ¿Qué tal lo pasaste?
Vocabulary objective : give opinions in
the past tense about holidays
Grammar objective : express opinions
in the past

(feminine/masculine;singular/plural)
+ "more... than" ; "less... than"
Production objective : short writing
text
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
clothe items
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● describe tu uniforme escolar
= describe your school uniform
● lo que te gusta llevar en tu
tiempo libre = what you like wearing
in your free time
● lo que llevaste para tu
cumpleaños el año pasado = what
you wore at your birthday
● lo que vas a comprar con tu
dinero = what you are going to buy
with your money
Lesson 4 : ¿Qué prefieres?
Vocabulary objective : clothes
patterns + sizes
Grammar objective : superlative
Production objective : short dialogue
Lesson 5 : Un baile de disfraces
Vocabulary objective : what you
were wearing in a fancy dress ball
Grammar objective : past ; present ;
future
Production objective : improved
writing task

connectives to introduce time
expressions + days of the week
Grammar objective : near future
tense
Production objective : short
writing text
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
places in town + time
expressions
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● la música que te gusta y
por qué (the music you like and
why) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
● un concierto al que fuiste
en el pasado (a concert you went
to in the past) = 4 past tense
● un deporte que haces
regularmente (a sport you do
regularly) = 4 present tense
● una película que te
gustaría ver en el futuro (a movie
you would like to see) = 4
conditional
Lesson 4 : ¿Te gustaría ir a la
bolera?
Vocabulary objective : make and
respond to invites + agree on
time and place
Grammar objective : me gustaría



Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of the
vocabulary
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Progress Task - TICKS : Write down
90 words about :

• tu alojamiento / dónde y cómo fuiste
de vacaciones = your accommodation
/ where you went / how you went
there - transport
• qué hiciste en España = what did
you do in Spain
• por qué son importantes las
vacaciones. = why are holidays
important
• adónde vas de vacaciones el año
que viene = where are you going for
next holiday
Lesson 7 : Listening and Reading
assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future

Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of the
vocabulary
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● describe tu uniforme escolar
= describe your school uniform
● lo que te gusta llevar en tu
tiempo libre = what you like wearing
in your free time
● lo que llevaste para tu
cumpleaños el año pasado = what
you wore at your birthday
● lo que vas a comprar con tu
dinero = what you are going to buy
with your money
Lesson 7 : Listening and Reading
assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays + food + fashion
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 8 : Writing Assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays + food + fashion
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +

(I would like to) + activity
Production objective : short
dialogue
Lesson 5 : No puedo
Vocabulary objective : decline an
invitation
Grammar objective : querer (to
want to) and poder (to be able to)
in the present tense
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of
the vocabulary
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Progress Task : Write down 90
words about :

● la música que te gusta y
por qué (the music you like and
why) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
● un concierto al que fuiste
en el pasado (a concert you went
to in the past) = 4 past tense
● un deporte que haces
regularmente (a sport you do
regularly) = 4 present tense
● una película que te
gustaría ver en el futuro (a movie
you would like to see) = 4
conditional
Lesson 7 : Listening and



Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 8 : Writing Assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 9 : Speaking Assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

future
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 9 : Speaking Assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays + food + fashion
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

Reading assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays + food +
fashion + Barcelona (town) +
going out
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 8 : Writing Assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays + food +
fashion + Barcelona (town) +
going out
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 9 : Speaking
Assessment
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities + holidays + food +
fashion + Barcelona (town) +
going out
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

Adaptations for SEND Use of pictures to support the learning
of new vocabulary and students are
given adapted resources to be able to
support their learning.
SEND and low able students receive

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources* eg. key words highlighted
in reading/listening tasks, translation

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources* eg. key words
highlighted in reading/listening



a specific booklet (different from the
mainstream one) with support and
prompt to guide them towards the
correct answers.

tasks guided, writing tasks
scaffolded to be able to support their
learning.
(SEND and low able students
receive a *specific booklet (different
from the mainstream one) with
support and prompt to guide them
towards the correct answers).

tasks, translation tasks guided,
writing tasks scaffolded to be
able to support their learning.
(SEND and low able students
receive a *specific booklet
(different from the mainstream
one) with support and prompt to
guide them towards the correct
answers).

Adaptations following
students’ voice

Following our meetings with our
different curriculum consultants
throughout the year, we have decided
to adapt our curriculum regarding 3
main priorities :

● A bigger emphasis on
vocabulary retention

● More translation tasks to
embed this vocabulary in
context (other than listening or
reading)

● More planning time before
doing a writing task : students
now need to fill in some clouds
to make sure they can think of
which success criteria they are
going to include. Indeed,
grammar is half of the marks.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks
and George Washington Carver
tackling different resources in Spanish
and discussion linked to the theme of
fame. Moreover, students will be
exposed to specific vocabulary (even
though it is not in the AQA vocabulary
list provided) to be able to describe
countries and therefore their

Students will learn about Sojourner
Truth and Becker T Washington
tackling different resources in
Spanish. Moreover, students will be
exposed to specific vocabulary (even
though it is not in the AQA
vocabulary list provided) to be able
to describe themselves physically
and be better represented.

Students will learn about Jessie
Owens and Bessie Coleman
tackling different resources in
Spanish. Moreover, students will
be exposed to specific
vocabulary (even though it is not
in the AQA vocabulary list
provided) to be able to describe
themselves physically and be



nationalities.

Students will learn about Jesse
Owens to celebrate Black History
Month.

better represented.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks
and Miss Childress (who invented the
KFC recipe)

Through the story of Sojourner Truth
who was an American abolitionist
and women's rights activist, students
will learn how women’s rights have
evolved in Spain.

Through the story of Bessie
Coleman, who was the first
Native American to hold a pilot
licence, students will learn how
job opportunities have evolved in
Spain.

Opportunities to
challenge Islamophobia
or homophobia

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Students are shown some celebrities
and and countries from South
America to identify the cultural
differences.

Students are shown some cultural
differences with how families
function in Spain and South
America.

Students are shown Barcelona
and some cities in South America
to talk about their architectures
and art life.

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Jaume Blondi and Pria
Fredericks who talk about their
free time activities (students
could find something similar
on Wikipedia for example).

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Enrique Iglesias,
Cristina Aguilera and Shakia.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Bruno Mars, Rihanna,
Harry Styles, Ed Sheeran and
Rita Ora (similar to what they



could find on their Instagram).
● Students will read and answer

comprehension questions
about an extract of a coming
book in which the main
character introduces his daily
routine.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about an extract of a
biography of Gerardo.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about a webpage on tourism.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about reviews left on a
website by 2 Spanish tourists
about Lima and Palma de
Mallorca.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Students will be tested on the 4 skills
they need to master a language :
listening, reading, writing and
speaking to assess their vocabulary
and grammar knowledge to estimate
if they can understand the target
language (passively) but also if they
are able to express themselves in the
target language (actively)

Students will be tested on the 4 skills
they need to master a language :
listening, reading, writing and
speaking to assess their vocabulary
and grammar knowledge to estimate
if they can understand the target
language (passively) but also if they
are able to express themselves in
the target language (actively)

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a
language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are
able to express themselves in the
target language (actively)

Year: 9 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point They all have studied Spanish in Y7 and They all have studied Spanish in They all have studied Spanish in



Y8. They should know on a basic level
how to talk about themselves, their
family and friends, about their holiday in
the past, food, about school life, about
their free time activities and going out,
their house and town and finally about
Barcelona.

Y7 and Y8 and had two
half-terms in Y9. They should
know on a basic level how to talk
about themselves, their family
and friends, about their holiday in
the past, food, about school life,
about their free time activities
and going out, their house and
town and finally about Barcelona.
They should also know to a
deeper level the topics of
holidays and school life.

Y7 and Y8 and had four
half-terms in Y9. They should
know on a basic level how to talk
about themselves, their family
and friends, about their holiday in
the past, food, about school life,
about their free time activities
and going out, their house and
town and finally about Barcelona.
They should also know to a
deeper level the topics of
holidays,school life, family and
friends and free time activities.

Big concepts to learn Autumn 1 : Topic : Desconéctate
(Holidays)

Vocabulary :

Theme 2: Local, national, international
and global areas of interest / Topic 4:
Travel and Tourism

● Weather
● Holidays in past, present and

future
● Accommodation
● Booking and dealing with

problems on holiday

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple present

and present continuous)
● Past tense (preterite and

imperfect)

Spring 1 : Topic : Mi gente
(family and friends)

Vocabulary :

Theme 1: Identity and Culture /
Topic 1: Me, my friends and
family / Topic 2: Technology in
everyday life

● Describing people
● Social networks
● Making arrangements
● Reading preferences
● Friends and family

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

Summer 1 : Topic : Ciudades
(home, town and
neighbourhood)

Vocabulary :

Theme 2: Local, national,
international and global areas of
interest/ Topic 1: Home, Town,
Neighbourhood, Region

● Home and local area
● Geography of Spain
● Shopping and making

complaints
● Problems in town

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)



● Future tense (near future and
simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

Autumn 2 : Topics : Mi vida en el insti
(School life)

Vocabulary :

Theme 3: Current and future study and
employment / Topic 1: My studies/ Topic
2: Life at School

● School subjects and preferences
● Teachers
● Describing school and school life
● School rules & problems in

school
● School exchange
● School clubs and achievements

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple present

and present continuous)
● Past tense (preterite and

imperfect)
● Future tense (near future and

simple future)
● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

Spring 2 : Topic : Intereses e
influencias (Free time
activities)

Vocabulary :

Theme 1: Identity and Culture/
Topic 3: Free-time activities

● Free time activities
● Sports
● Types of entertainments

(music, cinema, concerts,
TV)

● Role models

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

Summer 2 : Topic : Repaso
(revision)

Vocabulary :

Topics :
● Travel and Tourism
● My studies & Life at

School
● Me, my friends and family
● Technology in everyday

life
● Free-time activities
● Home, local area,

neighbourhood, region

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive



Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Autumn 1 : Topic : Desconéctate
(Holidays)

Lesson 1: ¿Cómo prefieres pasar tus
vacaciones?
Vocabulary objective : preferred holidays
Grammar objective : ser (to be)/ tener (to
have) / ir (to go) present tense
Production objective : GCSE Foundation
photocard
Lesson 2 : ¿Adónde fuiste?
Vocabulary objective : where you went
on holiday (where, who with, how...)
Grammar objective : past tense
Production objective : 90 words writing
task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of GCSE
foundation listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task : Write down 90 words
on holidays talking about :

● your accommodation / where you
went / how you went there -
transport

● what did you do in Spain
● why are holidays important
● where are you going for next

holiday

Spring 1 : Topic : Mi gente
(people)

Lesson 1: Mi gente
Vocabulary objective : physical
and personality description
Grammar objective : adjective
agreement
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 2 : Mis aplicaciones
favoritas
Vocabulary objective : verbs and
adjectives related to technology
Grammar objective : para +
infinitive = in order to ...
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
physical and personality
description + technology
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

• cuántas personas hay en tu
familia = how many people in
your family
• tu relación con tus padres =
your relationship with your
parents

Summer 1 : Topic : Ciudades
Lesson 1: ¿Cómo es tu zona?
Vocabulary objective : what is
your area like + tourist office
Grammar objective : se puede/se
pueden + infinitive
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 2 : ¿Qué harás
mañana?
Vocabulary objective : activities
in the future tense
Grammar objective : future tense
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
description of a town+possible
activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

● el tamaño y lugar de tu
ciudad (size and location
of your town) = 4 present
tense

● lo que te gusta hacer en
tu ciudad (what you can
do in your town) = 4
opinions + 4 justifications

● qué hiciste en tu ciudad el



Lesson 4 : Destino Barcelona
Vocabulary objective : describe a past
trip in Barcelona (how it was, what it
had...)
Grammar objective : imperfect tense
(description in the past) : estar/ser/tener
Production objective : General
Conversation + GCSE Foundation
photocard
Lesson 5 : Quisiera reservar
Vocabulary objective : how to book a
room / how to complain
Grammar objective : usted
Production objective : improved writing
task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of GCSE
foundation listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task : Write down 90 words
on holidays talking about :

● your accommodation / where you
went / how you went there -
transport

● what did you do in Spain
● why are holidays important
● where are you going for next

holiday
Lesson 7 : Mis vacaciones
desastrosas
Vocabulary objective : holiday in the past

• una disputa que tuviste con tu
hermano/a la semana pasada =
an argument you had with a
sibling last week
• el tipo de familia que te gustaría
tener en el futuro = the type of
family you would like to have in
the future
Lesson 4 : ¿Qué estás
haciendo?
Vocabulary objective : what you
are doing (activities)
Grammar objective : present
continuous
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 5 : Leer es un placer
Vocabulary objective : reading
materials, how often, e-books or
books :
advantages/inconvenients
Grammar objective :
comparatives
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
physical and personality
description + technology,
activities, reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

fin de semana pasado
(what you did last week) =
4 past tense

● lo que cambiarías en tu
ciudad (what you would
change) = 4 conditional

Lesson 4 : De compras
Vocabulary objective : shops,
souvenirs and presents,
complaints, going shopping
Grammar objective :
demonstrative adjectives (this,
that, these, those...)
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 5 : Los pros y los
contras de la ciudad
Vocabulary objective : pros/cons
of a city
Grammar objective : tan +
adjective / tanto + noun
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
description of a town+possible
activities+shopping
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

● el tamaño y lugar de tu
ciudad (size and location
of your town) = 4 present



(activities +something wrong happened)
Grammar objective :
present/preterite/imperfect
Production objective : GCSE Foundation
photocard
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : past holiday
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of GCSE
foundation listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task : Write down 90 words
on holidays talking about :

● your accommodation / where you
went / how you went there -
transport

● what did you do in Spain
● why are holidays important
● where are you going for next

holiday

Autumn 2 : Topic : Mi vida en el insti
(life at school)
Lesson 1: Las asignaturas
Vocabulary objective : subjects,
teachers, school uniform

• cuántas personas hay en tu
familia = how many people in
your family
• tu relación con tus padres =
your relationship with your
parents
• una disputa que tuviste con tu
hermano/a la semana pasada =
an argument you had with a
sibling last week
• el tipo de familia que te gustaría
tener en el futuro = the type of
family you would like to have in
the future
Lesson 7 : Retratos y
relaciones
Vocabulary objective :
relationships with family and
friends
Grammar objective : reflexive
verbs
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of
physical and personality
description + technology,
activities, reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
physical and personality
description + technology,
activities, reading
Grammar objective : opinions +

tense
● lo que te gusta hacer en

tu ciudad (what you can
do in your town) = 4
opinions + 4 justifications

● qué hiciste en tu ciudad el
fin de semana pasado
(what you did last week) =
4 past tense

● lo que cambiarías en tu
ciudad (what you would change)
= 4 conditional
Lesson 7 : Destino Arequipa
Vocabulary objective : touristic
activities in the past
Grammar objective : Preterite +
Imperfect
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : description
of a town+possible
activities+shopping
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
the vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :



Grammar objective : adjectives
agreement
Production objective : GCSE Foundation
Photocard
Lesson 2 : Mi nuevo insti
Vocabulary objective : describe your
school + means of transport
Grammar objective : the good thing
is.../the bad thing is.../there is
Production objective : 90 words writing
task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of school
: subjects, teachers, school uniform
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task : Write down 90 words
on holidays talking about :

• qué hiciste con tu familia para
celebrar tu último cumpleaños = what did
you do to celebrate your last birthday (4
past tense)
• tus opiniones sobre tu vida en el
colegio = opinions about school life (4
opinions + 4 justifications)
• cómo van tus exámenes = how are
the exams going on (4 present tense)

justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

• cuántas personas hay en tu
familia = how many people in
your family
• tu relación con tus padres =
your relationship with your
parents
• una disputa que tuviste con tu
hermano/a la semana pasada =
an argument you had with a
sibling last week
• el tipo de familia que te gustaría
tener en el futuro = the type of
family you would like to have in
the future

Spring 2 : Topic : Intereses e
influencias

Lesson 1: ¿Qué sueles hacer?
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities, pocket money, music
Grammar objective : suelo +
infinitive (I usually ...)
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 2 : Fanático del
deporte
Vocabulary objective : sports
Grammar objective : jugar (to
play)/hacer (to do)/ir (to do) in the
imperfect

● el tamaño y lugar de tu
ciudad (size and location
of your town) = 4 present
tense

● lo que te gusta hacer en
tu ciudad (what you can
do in your town) = 4
opinions + 4 justifications

● qué hiciste en tu ciudad el
fin de semana pasado
(what you did last week) =
4 past tense

● lo que cambiarías en tu
ciudad (what you would change)
= 4 conditional

Summer 2 : Topic : Repasar
(revision)

Lesson 1: ¿Cómo prefieres
pasar tus vacaciones?
Vocabulary objective : preferred
holidays
Grammar objective : ser, tener, ir
present tense
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 2 : ¿Por qué aprender
idiomas?
Vocabulary objective : reasons to
learn a language
Grammar objective : present
continuous
Production objective : 90 words
writing
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
preferred holidays + learn a



• qué vas a hacer el septiembre que
viene. = what are you going to do next
September (4 future tense)
Lesson 4 : Está prohibido
Vocabulary objective : class rules ;
problems at school
Grammar objective : expressions +
infinitive to express what is allowed or
not
Production objective : GCSE Foundation
Photocard
Lesson 5 : Destino Zaragoza
Vocabulary objective : activities in the
future
Grammar objective : near future tense
Production objective : improved writing
task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of school
: subjects, teachers, school uniform,
class rules, problems, activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : redraft the writing
text + prepare notes for speaking
assessment
Progress Task : Write down 90 words
on holidays talking about :

• qué hiciste con tu familia para
celebrar tu último cumpleaños = what did

Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : revision of
free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

• tu deporte preferido y con qué
frecuencia lo haces = favourite
sport + how often
• un deporte que no te gusta
hacer = a sport you DON’T like
• deportes que hacías cuando
estabas más joven = sports you
USED TO do
• deportes que quieres hacer en
el futuro = sports you want to do
in the FUTURE
Lesson 4 : #Temas del
momento
Vocabulary objective : trending
topics
Grammar objective : perfect
tense
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 5 : En directo
Vocabulary objective : talking
about cinema
Grammar objective :
algunos/as;muchos/as;otros/as
demasiados/as

language
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

● Cómo prefieres pasar las
vacaciones y por qué =
how do you prefer to
spend your holiday and
why (2 opinions + 2
justifications + 4 present
tense)

● Las asignaturas que no te
gustan y por qué = the
subjects you don’t like
and why (2 opinions + 2
justifications)

● Una disputa que tuviste
con tu hermano/a la
semana pasada = an
argument you had with
your sibling last week (4
past tense)

● Deportes que hacías
cuando estabas más
joven = sports you used
to do when you were
younger (4 imperfect)

● Lo que cambiarías en tu
ciudad = what you would
change in your town (4
conditional)

Lesson 4 : Mi gente
Vocabulary objective : physical



you do to celebrate your last birthday (4
past tense)
• tus opiniones sobre tu vida en el
colegio = opinions about school life (4
opinions + 4 justifications)
• cómo van tus exámenes = how are
the exams going on (4 present tense)
• qué vas a hacer el septiembre que
viene. = what are you going to do next
September (4 future tense)
Lesson 7 : Listening and Reading
assessment
Vocabulary objective : past holiday,
school : subjects, teachers, school
uniform, class rules, problems, activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 8 : Writing Assessment
Vocabulary objective : past holiday,
school : subjects, teachers, school
uniform, class rules, problems, activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 9 : Speaking Assessment

Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of
free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

• tu deporte preferido y con qué
frecuencia lo haces = favourite
sport + how often
• un deporte que no te gusta
hacer = a sport you DON’T like
• deportes que hacías cuando
estabas más joven = sports you
USED TO do
• deportes que quieres hacer en
el futuro = sports you want to do
in the FUTURE
Lesson 7 : Listening and
Reading assessment
Vocabulary objective : past
holiday, school, relationship with
family and friends, free time
activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 8 : Writing Assessment

and personality descriptions
Grammar objective : adjective
agreement
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 5 : Fanático del
deporte
Vocabulary objective : sports
Grammar objective : jugar, hacer,
ir in the imperfect tense
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of
the vocabulary
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Progress Task : Write down 90
words on holidays talking about :

● Cómo prefieres pasar las
vacaciones y por qué =
how do you prefer to
spend your holiday and
why (2 opinions + 2
justifications + 4 present
tense)

● Las asignaturas que no te
gustan y por qué = the
subjects you don’t like
and why (2 opinions + 2
justifications)

● Una disputa que tuviste
con tu hermano/a la



Vocabulary objective : past holiday,
school : subjects, teachers, school
uniform, class rules, problems, activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

Vocabulary objective : past
holiday, school, relationship with
family and friends, free time
activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 9 : Speaking
Assessment
Vocabulary objective : past
holiday, school, relationship with
family and friends, free time
activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

semana pasada = an
argument you had with
your sibling last week (4
past tense)

● Deportes que hacías
cuando estabas más
joven = sports you used
to do when you were
younger (4 imperfect)

● Lo que cambiarías en tu
ciudad = what you would change
in your town (4 conditional)
Lesson 7 : Listening and
Reading assessment
Vocabulary objective : past
holiday, school, relationship with
family and friends, free time
activities, town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 8 : Writing Assessment
Vocabulary objective : past
holiday, school, relationship with
family and friends, free time
activities, town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 9 : Speaking
Assessment
Vocabulary objective : past
holiday, school, relationship with



family and friends, free time
activities, town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard

Adaptations for SEND Use of pictures to support the learning of
new vocabulary and students are given
adapted resources to be able to support
their learning.
SEND and low able students receive a
specific booklet (different from the
mainstream one) with support and
prompt to guide them towards the correct
answers.

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources* eg. key words
highlighted in reading/listening
tasks, translation tasks guided,
writing tasks scaffolded to be
able to support their learning.
(SEND and low able students
receive a *specific booklet
(different from the mainstream
one) with support and prompt to
guide them towards the correct
answers).

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources* eg. key words
highlighted in reading/listening
tasks, translation tasks guided,
writing tasks scaffolded to be
able to support their learning.
(SEND and low able students
receive a *specific booklet
(different from the mainstream
one) with support and prompt to
guide them towards the correct
answers).

Adaptations following
students’ voice

Following our meetings with our different
curriculum consultants throughout the
year, we have decided to adapt our
curriculum regarding 3 main priorities :

● A bigger emphasis on vocabulary
retention

● More translation tasks to embed
this vocabulary in context (other
than listening or reading)

● More planning time before doing
a writing task : students now
need to fill in some clouds to
make sure they can think of
which success criteria they are
going to include. Indeed,



grammar is half of the marks.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks
and George Washington Carver tackling
different resources in Spanish. Moreover,
students will be exposed to specific
vocabulary (even though it is not in the
AQA vocabulary list provided) to be able
to describe countries and therefore their
nationalities.

Students will learn about Jesse Owens
to celebrate Black History Month.

Students will learn about
Sojourner Truth and Becker T
Washington tackling different
resources in Spanish. Moreover,
students will be exposed to
specific vocabulary (even though
it is not in the AQA vocabulary
list provided) to be able to
describe themselves physically
and be better represented.

Students will learn about Jessie
Owens and Bessie Coleman
tackling different resources in
Spanish. Moreover, students will
be exposed to specific
vocabulary (even though it is not
in the AQA vocabulary list
provided) to be able to describe
themselves physically and be
better represented.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks
and Miss Childress (who invented the
KFC recipe)

Through the story of Sojourner
Truth who was an American
abolitionist and women's rights
activist, students will learn how
women’s rights have evolved in
Spain.

Through the story of Bessie
Coleman, who was the first
Native American to hold a pilot
license, students will learn how
job opportunities have evolved in
Spain.

Opportunities to
challenge Islamophobia
or homophobia

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Students are shown some South
American towns and Barcelona to
identify the cultural differences.

Students are shown some
cultural differences with how
families function in Spain and
South America.

Students are shown Barcelona
and some cities in South America
to talk about their architectures
and art life.

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract of the diaries of Hector,
Florencia and Ana talking about
their holidays.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about a
weather forecast.



● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Asun, Fernando and Hassan
leaving a review on their
accommodation in Barcelona.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about a
hotel website in Alicante.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Ximena and Timo answering to a
survey online about their opinion
of their school uniform.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about 4
students describing their school
uniforms (like Tweets).

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Victor (their school penfriend)
writing an email to them to
explain the school trip.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Students will be tested on the 4 skills
they need to master a language :
listening, reading, writing and speaking
to assess their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are able to
express themselves in the target
language (actively)

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a
language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are
able to express themselves in the
target language (actively)

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a
language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are
able to express themselves in the
target language (actively)

Year: 10 Aut Spr Sum



Students’ starting point They all have studied Spanish in KS3.
They should know on a deeper level
how to talk about themselves, their
family and friends, about their holiday
in the past, food, about school life,
about their free time activities and
going out, their house and town and
finally about Barcelona.

They all have studied Spanish in
KS3. They should know on a
deeper level how to talk about
themselves, their family and
friends, about their holiday in the
past, food, about school life, about
their free time activities and going
out, their house and town, about
Barcelona, customs and festivals
and job experience.

Big concepts to learn Students are taught in a foundation or
higher class. They will learn the same
topic on a deeper level.

Autumn 1 : Topic : De costumbre
(customs)

Vocabulary :

Theme 1: Identity and Culture
Topic 4: Customs and festivals in
Spanish-speaking
countries/communities

● Mealtimes and daily routines
● Illnesses and injuries
● Typical food
● Different festivals
● Ordering in a restaurant
● Music festivals

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple present

and present continuous)

Students are taught in a foundation
or higher class. They will learn the
same topic on a deeper level.

Spring 1 : Topic : Hacia un
mundo mejor (Global and Social
Issues)

Vocabulary :

Theme 2: Local, national,
international and global areas of
interest
Topic 2: Social Issues
Topic 3: Global Issues

● Environment
● Natural disasters
● Healthy eating & lifestyles
● Global issues
● Local actions
● International sports events

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications

Students are taught in a
foundation or higher class. They
will learn the same topic on a
deeper level.
Summer 1 : Topic :
Desconéctate (holidays)

Vocabulary :

Theme 2: Local, national,
international and global areas of
interest / Topic 4: Travel and
Tourism

● Weather
● Holidays in past, present

and future
● Accommodation
● Booking and dealing with

problems on holiday

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)



● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future and
simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

Autumn 2 : Topic : A currar
(Education post-16 & Jobs, Career
Choices and Ambitions)

Vocabulary :

Theme 3: Current and future study and
employment / Topic 1: Education
post-16
Topic 2: Jobs, Career Choices and
Ambitions

● Different jobs
● How to earn money
● Work experience
● Importance of learning

languages
● Summer jobs
● Gap year
● Plans for the future

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple present

and present continuous)
● Past tense (preterite and

imperfect)
● Future tense (near future and

simple future)
● Conditional

● Present tense (Simple
present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

Spring 2 : Topic : Mi gente +
Intereses e influencias (family
and friends + free time activities)

Vocabulary :
Theme 1: Identity and Culture
Topic 1: Me, my friends and family
Topic 3: Free-time activities

● Free time activities
● Sports
● Types of entertainments
● Family, friends and

relationships

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

Summer 2 : Topic : Mi vida en
el insti (My studies & my
school life)

Vocabulary :

Theme 3: Current and future
study and employment / Topic 1:
My studies
Topic 2: Life at School
School subjects and preferences

● Teachers
● Describing school and

school life
● School rules & problems

in school
● School exchange
● School clubs and

achievements

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)



● Idioms
● Subjunctive

● Subjunctive ● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Students are taught in a foundation or
higher class. They will learn the same
topic on a deeper level.

Autumn 1 : Topic : De costumbre
(customs)

Lesson 1: Dietas del mundo
Vocabulary objective : food + quantities
Grammar objective : me gusta / me
gustaría
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher photocard
Lesson 2 : De fiesta
Vocabulary objective : festival activities
Grammar objective : "we" and "they" in
the present tense
Production objective : 90/150 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90/150
words about festivals talking about :

Students are taught in a foundation
or higher class. They will learn the
same topic on a deeper level.

Spring 1 : Topic : Hacia un
mundo mejor (Global and Social
Issues)

Lesson 1: Punto de partido 1
Vocabulary objective : describing
types of house
Grammar objective : prepositions
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher Photocard
Lesson 2: Piensa globalmente
Vocabulary objective : global
issues
Grammar objective : superlative
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher Photocard
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation and higher
listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text

Students are taught in a
foundation or higher class. They
will learn the same topic on a
deeper level.

Summer 1 : Topic :
Desconéctate (holidays)

Lesson 1: ¿Cómo prefieres
pasar tus vacaciones?
Vocabulary objective : preferred
holidays
Grammar objective : ser (to be)/
tener (to have) / ir (to go) present
tense
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation photocard
Lesson 2 : ¿Adónde fuiste?
Vocabulary objective : where you
went on holiday (where, who
with, how...)
Grammar objective : past tense
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and
reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the



● how do you celebrate
Christmas/Eid at home

● what you ate last Christmas/Eid
● other festivals you have at

home
● what you are going to do next

year
Lesson 4 : Un día especial
Vocabulary objective : activities during
a special day
Grammar objective : reflexive verbs in
the past tense
Production objective : General
Conversation + GCSE
Foundation/Higher photocard
Lesson 5 : A comer
Vocabulary objective : food + ordering
in the restaurant
Grammar objective : irregular verbs in
the past tense
Production objective : improved writing
task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90/150
words about festivals talking about :

● how do you celebrate
Christmas/Eid at home

● what you ate last Christmas/Eid

Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about social
issues talking about :

● la situación con refugiados
en tu pueblo = the refugees
situation in your town
● cómo ayudas a los
refugiados = how do you help
refugees
● lo que la gente debería
hacer para ayudar = what people
should do to help
● lo que pasará si la gente no
ayuda = what Will happen if people
don’t help

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

• describe dónde fuiste de
vacaciones y la contaminación en
este pueblo = describe where you
went on holiday and the pollution in
this town.
• escribe lo que la gente debería
hacer para mejorar el medio
ambiente = write what people
should do to improve the
environment.
Lesson 4 : Actúa localmente
Vocabulary objective : actions you
can do locally
Grammar objective : se debería +
infinitive
Production objective : 90/150

writing text
Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about social
issues talking about :

● tu alojamiento / dónde y
cómo fuiste de vacaciones = your
accommodation / where you went
/ how you went there - transport
● qué hiciste en España =
what did you do in Spain
● por qué son importantes
las vacaciones. = why are
holidays important
● adónde vas de
vacaciones el año que viene =
where are you going for next
holiday

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

● describe las vacaciones
terribles que tuviste en el
pasado = describe a
horrible holiday you had
in the past

● escribe lo que habría
mejorado las vacaciones
= write what you would
have improved in your
holiday

Lesson 4 : Destino Barcelona
Vocabulary objective : describe a
past trip in Barcelona (how it
was, what it had...)



● other festivals you have at
home

● what you are going to do next
year

Lesson 7 : El festival de música
Vocabulary objective : describing a
music festival
Grammar objective : antes de /
después de + infinitive
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher photocard
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : Spanish food +
festivals
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90/150
words about festivals talking about :

● how do you celebrate
Christmas/Eid at home

● what you ate last Christmas/Eid
● other festivals you have at

home
● what you are going to do next

year

words writing task
Lesson 5 : Vivir a tope
Vocabulary objective : addictions
Grammar objective : future and
conditional
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher Photocard
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation and Higher
listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about social
issues talking about :

● la situación con refugiados
en tu pueblo = the refugees
situation in your town
● cómo ayudas a los
refugiados = how do you help
refugees
● lo que la gente debería
hacer para ayudar = what people
should do to help
● lo que pasará si la gente no
ayuda = what Will happen if people
don’t help

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

Grammar objective : imperfect
tense (description in the past) :
estar/ser/tener
Production objective : General
Conversation + GCSE
Foundation photocard
Lesson 5 : Quisiera reservar
Vocabulary objective : how to
book a room / how to complain
Grammar objective : usted
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and
reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about social
issues talking about :

● tu alojamiento / dónde y
cómo fuiste de vacaciones = your
accommodation / where you went
/ how you went there - transport
● qué hiciste en España =
what did you do in Spain
● por qué son importantes
las vacaciones. = why are
holidays important
● adónde vas de
vacaciones el año que viene =
where are you going for next



Lesson 10 : Speaking focus Theme
1
Vocabulary objective : family and
friends + free time activities
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+preterit
e+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future +immediate
future+conditional + subjunctive
imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher Speaking answers
Lesson 11 : Speaking focus Theme
2
Vocabulary objective : holidays in the
past and the future
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+preterit
e+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future +immediate
future+conditional + subjunctive
imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher Speaking answers
Lesson 12 : Speaking focus Theme
3
Vocabulary objective : school subjects,
school clubs, school trips, future
studies
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+preterit
e+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future +immediate
future+conditional + subjunctive
imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher Speaking answers

• describe dónde fuiste de
vacaciones y la contaminación en
este pueblo = describe where you
went on holiday and the pollution in
this town.
• escribe lo que la gente debería
hacer para mejorar el medio
ambiente = write what people
should do to improve the
environment.
Lesson 7 : El deporte nos une
Vocabulary objective : how sport
events unite us
Grammar objective : third person
plural
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : revision of
types of houses + global issues +
local actions + addictions + sports
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation and higher
listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about social
issues talking about :

holiday

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

● describe las vacaciones
terribles que tuviste en el
pasado = describe a
horrible holiday you had
in the past

● escribe lo que habría
mejorado las vacaciones = write
what you would have improved in
your holiday
Lesson 7 : Mis vacaciones
desastrosas
Vocabulary objective : holiday in
the past (activities +something
wrong happened)
Grammar objective :
present/preterite/imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation photocard
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : past
holiday
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : short texts
Lesson 9 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and
reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional



Autumn 2 : Topic : A currar
((Education post-16 & Jobs, Career
Choices and Ambitions)

Lesson 1: ¿Qué haces para ganar
dinero?
Vocabulary objective : activities to earn
money
Grammar objective : suelo + infinitive
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher Photocard
Lesson 2 : Mis prácticas laborales
Vocabulary objective : describe a past
work experience
Grammar objective : preterite /
imperfect
Production objective : 90/150 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task : Write down 90/150
words about jobs talking about :

● los empleos de tus padres =
Jobs of your parents (4 present tense
+ 2 positive op + 2 ju)
● qué trabajo quieres hacer en el
futuro = future job (4 future tense or 4
conditional)
● un empleo que no quieres
hacer = job you DON’T want to do (2

● la situación con refugiados
en tu pueblo = the refugees
situation in your town
● cómo ayudas a los
refugiados = how do you help
refugees
● lo que la gente debería
hacer para ayudar = what people
should do to help
● lo que pasará si la gente no
ayuda = what Will happen if people
don’t help

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

• describe dónde fuiste de
vacaciones y la contaminación en
este pueblo = describe where you
went on holiday and the pollution in
this town.
• escribe lo que la gente debería
hacer para mejorar el medio
ambiente = write what people
should do to improve the
environment.
Lesson 10 : Speaking focus
Theme 1
Vocabulary objective : family and
friends + free time activities
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+pr
eterite+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future
+immediate future+conditional +
subjunctive imperfect

Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about social
issues talking about :

● tu alojamiento / dónde y
cómo fuiste de vacaciones = your
accommodation / where you went
/ how you went there - transport
● qué hiciste en España =
what did you do in Spain
● por qué son importantes
las vacaciones. = why are
holidays important
● adónde vas de
vacaciones el año que viene =
where are you going for next
holiday

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

● describe las vacaciones
terribles que tuviste en el
pasado = describe a
horrible holiday you had
in the past

● escribe lo que habría
mejorado las vacaciones = write
what you would have improved in
your holiday
Lesson 10 : Speaking focus
Vocabulary objective : family and
friends + free time activities +
holidays in the past and the



negative op + 2 ju)
● si hay problemas con el paro
en tu pueblo = unemployment
problems in your town (4 past tense ?)
Lesson 4 : ¿Por qué aprender
idiomas?
Vocabulary objective : reasons to learn
a language
Grammar objective : lo + adjective (i.e
lo bueno es ... = the good thing is...)
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation/Higher Photocard
Lesson 5 : Solicitando un trabajo
Vocabulary objective : applying for a
job
Grammar objective : perfect tense
Production objective : improved writing
task
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Progress Task : Write down 90/150
words about jobs talking about :

● los empleos de tus padres =
Jobs of your parents (4 present tense
+ 2 positive op + 2 ju)
● qué trabajo quieres hacer en el
futuro = future job (4 future tense or 4
conditional)
● un empleo que no quieres

Production objective : GCSE
Foundation and Higher Speaking
answers
Lesson 11 : Speaking focus
Theme 2
Vocabulary objective : holidays in
the past and the future
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+pr
eterite+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future
+immediate future+conditional +
subjunctive imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation and Higher Speaking
answers
Lesson 12 : Speaking focus
Theme 3
Vocabulary objective : school
subjects, school clubs, school trips,
future studies
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+pr
eterite+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future
+immediate future+conditional +
subjunctive imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation and Higher Speaking
answers

Spring 2 : Topic : Mi gente +
Intereses e influencias (family
and friends + free time activities)

Lesson 1 : Mis aplicaciones
favoritas
Vocabulary objective : verbs and

future + school
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+p
reterite+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future
+immediate future+conditional +
subjunctive imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Speaking answers
Lesson 11 : Speaking focus
Vocabulary objective : family and
friends + free time activities +
holidays in the past and the
future + school
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+p
reterite+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future
+immediate future+conditional +
subjunctive imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Speaking answers
Lesson 12 : Speaking focus
Vocabulary objective : family and
friends + free time activities +
holidays in the past and the
future + school
Grammar objective :
opinions+justifications+present+p
reterite+imperfect+present
perfect+pluperfect+future
+immediate future+conditional +
subjunctive imperfect
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Speaking answers

Summer 2 : Topic : Mi vida en
el insti (My studies & my



hacer = job you DON’T want to do (2
negative op + 2 ju)
● si hay problemas con el paro
en tu pueblo = unemployment
problems in your town (4 past tense ?)
Lesson 7 : El futuro
Vocabulary objective : future activities
Grammar objective : expressions of
future tense : quiero, espero, voy a, me
gustaría + infinitive
Production objective : improved writing
task
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : revise
vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : prepare notes
for the speaking exam (General
Conversation + Photocard + Role-Play)
Lesson 9 : Listening and Reading
assessment
Vocabulary objective : activities to earn
money, past work experience, learn a
language, applying for a job, future
activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 10 : Writing Assessment
Vocabulary objective : activities to earn
money, past work experience, learn a
language, applying for a job, future
activities

adjectives related to technology
Grammar objective : para +
infinitive = in order to ...
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 2 : Retratos
Vocabulary objective : physical and
personality descriptions
Grammar objective : SER/ESTAR
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and
reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about social
issues talking about :

● cuántas personas hay en tu
familia = how many people in your
family
● tu relación con tus padres =
your relationship with your parents
● una disputa que tuviste con
tu hermano/a la semana pasada =
an argument you had with a sibling
last week
● el tipo de familia que te
gustaría tener en el futuro = the
type of family you would like to
have in the future

school life)

Lesson 1: Las asignaturas
Vocabulary objective : subjects,
teachers, school uniform
Grammar objective : adjectives
agreement
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 2 : Mi nuevo insti
Vocabulary objective : describe
your school + means of transport
Grammar objective : the good
thing is.../the bad thing is.../there
is
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 3 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : rpractice
of GCSE foundation listening and
reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about
school talking about :

• qué hiciste con tu familia
para celebrar tu último
cumpleaños = what did you do to
celebrate your last birthday (4
past tense)
• tus opiniones sobre tu vida
en el colegio = opinions about



Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words/90
words + 150 words + translation
Lesson 11 : Speaking Assessment
Vocabulary objective : activities to earn
money, past work experience, learn a
language, applying for a job, future
activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard + Role-Play
Lesson 12 : Speaking Assessment
Vocabulary objective : activities to earn
money, past work experience, learn a
language, applying for a job, future
activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+ conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard + Role-Play

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

• tu opinión sobre las familias
monoparentales = your opinion
about single parent families (2
opinions + 2 justifications + 4
present tense + 4 past tense)
• tu opinión sobre el matrimonio =
your opinion about marriage (2
opinions + 2 justifications + 4 future
tense OR 4 conditional)
Lesson 4 : Relaciones
Vocabulary objective : relationships
with family and friends
Grammar objective : reflexive
verbs
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Lesson 5: ¿Qué sueles hacer?
Vocabulary objective : free time
activities, pocket money, music
Grammar objective : suelo +
infinitive (I usually ...)
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and
reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment

school life (4 opinions + 4
justifications)
• cómo van tus exámenes =
how are the exams going on (4
present tense)
• qué vas a hacer el
septiembre que viene. = what are
you going to do next September
(4 future tense)

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

• escribe sobre tus exámenes y
tu opinión de ellos = write about
your exams and your opinión
about them (4 opinions + 4
justifications + 4 present tense)
• da un consejo a tu amigo sobre
como relajarse = give an advice
to your friend on how to relax (4
past tense + 4 conditional)
Lesson 4 : Está prohibido
Vocabulary objective : classrules
; problems at school
Grammar objective : expressions
+ infinitive to express what is
allowed or not
Production objective : GCSE
Foundation Photocard
Lesson 5 : Destino Zaragoza
Vocabulary objective : activities in
the future
Grammar objective : near future
tense
Production objective : improved
writing task



Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about social
issues talking about :

● cuántas personas hay en tu
familia = how many people in your
family
● tu relación con tus padres =
your relationship with your parents
● una disputa que tuviste con
tu hermano/a la semana pasada =
an argument you had with a sibling
last week
● el tipo de familia que te
gustaría tener en el futuro = the
type of family you would like to
have in the future

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

• tu opinión sobre las familias
monoparentales = your opinion
about single parent families (2
opinions + 2 justifications + 4
present tense + 4 past tense)
• tu opinión sobre el matrimonio =
your opinion about marriage (2
opinions + 2 justifications + 4 future
tense OR 4 conditional)
Lesson 7 : Fanático del deporte
Vocabulary objective : sports
Grammar objective : jugar (to
play)/hacer (to do)/ir (to do) in the
imperfect
Production objective : 90 words

Lesson 6 : TICKS + Revision
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE foundation listening and
reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text + prepare notes for
speaking assessment
Foundation Progress Task :
Write down 90 words about
school talking about :

• qué hiciste con tu familia
para celebrar tu último
cumpleaños = what did you do to
celebrate your last birthday (4
past tense)
• tus opiniones sobre tu vida
en el colegio = opinions about
school life (4 opinions + 4
justifications)
• cómo van tus exámenes =
how are the exams going on (4
present tense)
• qué vas a hacer el
septiembre que viene. = what are
you going to do next September
(4 future tense)

Higher Progress Task : Write
down 150 words about global
issues talking about :

• escribe sobre tus exámenes y
tu opinión de ellos = write about



writing task
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : revise
vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : prepare
notes for the speaking exam
(General Conversation +
Photocard + Role-Play)
Lesson 9 : Listening and
Reading assessment
(Foundation/Higher GCSE)
Vocabulary objective : activities to
earn money, past work experience,
learn a language, applying for a
job, future activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 10 : Writing Assessment
(Foundation/Higher GCSE)
Vocabulary objective : activities to
earn money, past work experience,
learn a language, applying for a
job, future activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 11 : Speaking
Assessment (Foundation/Higher
GCSE)

your exams and your opinión
about them (4 opinions + 4
justifications + 4 present tense)
• da un consejo a tu amigo sobre
como relajarse = give an advice
to your friend on how to relax (4
past tense + 4 conditional)
Lesson 7 : Mis clubs y mis
éxitos
Vocabulary objective : successes
and achievements
Grammar objective : direct object
pronouns
Production objective : improved
writing task
Lesson 8 : Revision
Vocabulary objective : revise
vocabulary learnt so far
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : prepare
notes for the speaking exam
(General Conversation +
Photocard + Role-Play)
Lesson 9 : Listening and
Reading assessment
(Foundation/Higher GCSE)
Vocabulary objective : activities
to earn money, past work
experience, learn a language,
applying for a job, future activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers



Vocabulary objective : activities to
earn money, past work experience,
learn a language, applying for a
job, future activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play
Lesson 12 : Speaking
Assessment (Foundation/Higher
GCSE)
Vocabulary objective : activities to
earn money, past work experience,
learn a language, applying for a
job, future activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play

Lesson 10 : Writing
Assessment (Foundation
/Higher GCSE)
Vocabulary objective : activities
to earn money, past work
experience, learn a language,
applying for a job, future activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : describe a
photocard + 40 words + 90 words
Lesson 11 : Speaking
Assessment (Foundation
/Higher GCSE)
Vocabulary objective : activities
to earn money, past work
experience, learn a language,
applying for a job, future activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play
Lesson 12 : Speaking
Assessment (Foundation
/Higher GCSE)
Vocabulary objective : activities
to earn money, past work
experience, learn a language,
applying for a job, future activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play



Adaptations for SEND Use of pictures to support the learning
of new vocabulary and students are
given adapted resources for foundation
and higher education to be able to
support their learning. Students are
taught the same topic but pitched at
two different levels (one foundation
class is being taught in parallel to a
higher one). Depending on effort,
classwork and assessment data,
students can move up or down a class
in order to suit their needs better.

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources for foundation and
higher education to be able to
support their learning. Students are
taught the same topic but pitched
at two different levels (one
foundation class is being taught in
parallel to a higher one).
Depending on effort, classwork and
assessment data, students can
move up or down a class in order
to suit their needs better.

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources for foundation and
higher education to be able to
support their learning. Students
are taught the same topic but
pitched at two different levels
(one foundation class is being
taught in parallel to a higher one).
Depending on effort, classwork
and assessment data, students
can move up or down a class in
order to suit their needs better.

Adaptations following
students’ voice

Following our meetings with our
different curriculum consultants
throughout the year, we have decided
to adapt our curriculum regarding 3
main priorities :

● A bigger emphasis on
vocabulary retention

● More translation tasks to
embed this vocabulary in
context (other than listening or
reading)

● More planning time before
doing a writing task : students
now need to fill in some clouds
to make sure they can think of
which success criteria they are
going to include. Indeed,
grammar is half of the marks.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks
and George Washington Carver
tackling different resources in Spanish.
Moreover, students will be exposed to

Students will learn about Sojourner
Truth and Becker T Washington
tackling different resources in
Spanish. Moreover, students will

Students will learn about Jessie
Owens and Bessie Coleman
tackling different resources in
Spanish. Moreover, students will



specific vocabulary (even though it is
not in the AQA vocabulary list
provided) to be able to describe
countries and therefore their
nationalities but also their own festivals
in their own culture/religion.

Students will learn about Jesse Owens
to celebrate Black History Month.

be exposed to specific vocabulary
(even though it is not in the AQA
vocabulary list provided) to be able
to describe themselves physically
and be better represented.

be exposed to specific
vocabulary (even though it is not
in the AQA vocabulary list
provided) to be able to describe
themselves physically and be
better represented.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks
and Miss Childress (who invented the
KFC recipe)

Through the story of Sojourner
Truth who was an American
abolitionist and women's rights
activist, students will learn how
women’s rights have evolved in
Spain.

Through the story of Bessie
Coleman, who was the first
Native American to hold a pilot
license, students will learn how
job opportunities have evolved in
Spain.

Opportunities to
challenge Islamophobia
or homophobia

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Students are shown some festivals in
South America and in Spain to identify
the cultural differences.

Students are shown some cultural
differences with how families
function in Spain and South
America.

Students are shown Barcelona
and some cities in South America
to talk about their architectures
and art life.

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Foundation :
● Students will read and answer

comprehension questions
about a survey to know what
consume a typical family in
Spain.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about the 3 weirdest festivals in
Spain (short presentation like
they could find online)

● Students will read and answer



comprehension questions
about Myriam, Alba and Fer
writing them postcards about
celebrations they do at home.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about a restaurant review.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Alvaro writing a festival
review online.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about articles online about
NYE.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about an email received by
their Argentinian friend about a
festival called la fiesta de la
Vendimia.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about a Whatsapp message
they have received from a
friend.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Carla and Luis
presenting their part time job.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Carolina and Eduardo
answering to an interview about
their work experience.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions



about comments on a website
made by 3 Spanish students
talking about why it is important
to learn languages.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about an advert for a summer
job in Spain.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about an extract from the play
el Metodo Gronholm from Jordi
Galceran.

Higher :
● Students will read and answer

comprehension questions
about a gastronomy review
from Victor Mediavilla.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about the 3 weirdest festivals in
Spain (short presentation like
they could find online)

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Myriam, Alba and Fer
writing them postcards about
celebrations they do at home.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about a restaurant review.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Alvaro writing a festival
review online.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions



about a webpage talking about
the 15th birthday (La
quinceañera).

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about a restaurant review.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about a student presenting their
part time job.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Carolina and Eduardo
answering to an interview about
their work experience.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about comments on a website
made by 2 Spanish students
talking about why it is important
to learn languages.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about Tomas and Lina
answering to an interview about
their future plans.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about an advert about the
advantages of working in a
multinational company.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions
about a post online from
Samuel about his job and his
plans for the future.

● Students will read and answer



comprehension questions
about an extract from the play
el Metodo Gronholm from Jordi
Galceran.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Students will be tested on the 4 skills
they need to master a language :
listening, reading, writing and speaking
to assess their vocabulary and
grammar knowledge to estimate if they
can understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are able to
express themselves in the target
language (actively)

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a
language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are able
to express themselves in the target
language (actively)

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a
language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are
able to express themselves in the
target language (actively)

Year: 11 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point They all have studied Spanish in KS3
and Y10. They should know on a deeper
level how to talk about the 8 GCSE
topics which are : holidays, school life,
friends and family, free time activities,
towns, festivals, jobs, social and global
issues.

They all have studied Spanish in
KS3 and Y10. They should know
on a deeper level how to talk
about the 8 GCSE topics which
are : holidays, school life, friends
and family, free time activities,
towns, festivals, jobs, social and
global issues.

They all have studied Spanish in
KS3 and Y10. They should know
on a deeper level how to talk
about the 8 GCSE topics which
are : holidays, school life, friends
and family, free time activities,
towns, festivals, jobs, social and
global issues.

Big concepts to learn Students are taught in a foundation or
higher class. They will learn the same
topic on a deeper level.

Vocabulary :

THEME 2: Local, national, international
and global areas of interest
Topic 4: Travel and Tourism

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)



THEME 3: Current and future study and
employment
Topic 1: My studies
Topic 2: Life at school

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple present

and present continuous)
● Past tense (preterite and

imperfect)
● Future tense (near future and

simple future)
● Conditional
● Idioms
● Subjunctive

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple present

and present continuous)
● Past tense (preterite and

imperfect)
● Future tense (near future and

simple future)
● Conditional
● Idioms

● Subjunctive

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms

● Subjunctive

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms

● Subjunctive

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms

● Subjunctive

Grammar :
● Opinions
● Justifications
● Present tense (Simple

present and present
continuous)

● Past tense (preterite and
imperfect)

● Future tense (near future
and simple future)

● Conditional
● Idioms

● Subjunctive

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Autumn 1 :

Topics : Desconéctate and Mi vida en
el insti

Lesson 1: Listening practice
Desconéctate

Spring 1 :

Topics : Ciudades + De
costumbre

Lesson 1: Listening practice
Ciudades



Vocabulary objective : keywords about
holidays
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 2: Reading practice
Desconéctate
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
holidays
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 3: Writing practice
Desconéctate
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
holidays
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : 90/150 words
writing task
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on holidays talking
about :

*your accommodation / where you went /
how you went there - transport

Vocabulary objective : keywords
about town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 2: Reading practice
Ciudades
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 3: Writing practice
Ciudades
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on home
and town talking about :

* el tamaño y lugar de tu ciudad
(size and location of your town) =
4 present tense
* lo que te gusta hacer en tu
ciudad (what you can do in your



*what did you do in Spain
*why are holidays important
*where are you going for next holiday

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about school life
talking about :

*what did you do to celebrate your last
birthday
*opinions about school life
*how are the exams going on
*what are you going to do next
September
Lesson 4: Speaking practice
Desconéctate
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
holidays
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard + Role-Play
Lesson 5: Revision practice
Desconéctate
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
holidays
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write

town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
* qué hiciste en tu ciudad el fin
de semana pasado (what you did
last week) = 4 past tense
* lo que cambiarías en tu ciudad
(what you would change) = 4
conditional

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about
school life talking about :

* cómo celebras Navidad/Eid en
casa = how do you celebrate
Christmas/Eid at home (4
present tense)
* lo que comiste para
Navidad/Eid el año pasado =
what you ate last Christmas/Eid
(4 past tense)
* otras fiestas que tienes en casa
= other festivals you have at
home (4 opinions + 4
justifications)
* lo que vas a hacer el año que
viene = what you are going to do
next year (4 future tense)
Lesson 4: Speaking practice
Ciudades
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General



down correct answers
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of GCSE
listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on holidays talking
about :

*your accommodation / where you went /
how you went there - transport
*what did you do in Spain
*why are holidays important
*where are you going for next holiday

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about school life
talking about :

*what did you do to celebrate your last
birthday
*opinions about school life
*how are the exams going on
*what are you going to do next
September
Lesson 7: Listening practice Mi vida
en el insti

Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play
Lesson 5: Revision practice
Ciudades
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about town
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on home
and town talking about :

* el tamaño y lugar de tu ciudad
(size and location of your town) =
4 present tense
* lo que te gusta hacer en tu
ciudad (what you can do in your
town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
* qué hiciste en tu ciudad el fin
de semana pasado (what you did
last week) = 4 past tense
* lo que cambiarías en tu ciudad
(what you would change) = 4



Vocabulary objective : keywords about
school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 8: Reading practice Mi vida en
el insti
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 9: Writing practice Mi vida en
el insti
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : 90/150 words
writing task
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on holidays talking
about :

*your accommodation / where you went /
how you went there - transport

conditional

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about
school life talking about :

* cómo celebras Navidad/Eid en
casa = how do you celebrate
Christmas/Eid at home (4
present tense)
* lo que comiste para
Navidad/Eid el año pasado =
what you ate last Christmas/Eid
(4 past tense)
* otras fiestas que tienes en casa
= other festivals you have at
home (4 opinions + 4
justifications)
* lo que vas a hacer el año que
viene = what you are going to do
next year (4 future tense)
Lesson 7: Listening practice
De Costumbre
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about festivals
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 8: Reading practice De
Costumbre
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about festivals
Grammar objective : opinions +



*what did you do in Spain
*why are holidays important
*where are you going for next holiday

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about school life
talking about :

*what did you do to celebrate your last
birthday
*opinions about school life
*how are the exams going on
*what are you going to do next
September
Lesson 10: Speaking practice Mi vida
en el insti
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard + Role-Play
Lesson 11: Revision practice Mi vida
en el insti
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write

justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 9: Writing practice De
Costumbre
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about festivals
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on home
and town talking about :

* el tamaño y lugar de tu ciudad
(size and location of your town) =
4 present tense
* lo que te gusta hacer en tu
ciudad (what you can do in your
town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
* qué hiciste en tu ciudad el fin
de semana pasado (what you did
last week) = 4 past tense
* lo que cambiarías en tu ciudad
(what you would change) = 4
conditional

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about
school life talking about :



down correct answers
Lesson 12 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of GCSE
listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : redraft the writing
text
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on holidays talking
about :

*your accommodation / where you went /
how you went there - transport
*what did you do in Spain
*why are holidays important
*where are you going for next holiday

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about school life
talking about :

*what did you do to celebrate your last
birthday
*opinions about school life
*how are the exams going on
*what are you going to do next
September
Lesson 13 : Speaking Mock Exam
Vocabulary objective : keywords about

* cómo celebras Navidad/Eid en
casa = how do you celebrate
Christmas/Eid at home (4
present tense)
* lo que comiste para
Navidad/Eid el año pasado =
what you ate last Christmas/Eid
(4 past tense)
* otras fiestas que tienes en casa
= other festivals you have at
home (4 opinions + 4
justifications)
* lo que vas a hacer el año que
viene = what you are going to do
next year (4 future tense)
Lesson 10: Speaking practice
De Costumbre
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about festivals
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play
Lesson 11: Revision practice
De Costumbre
Vocabulary objective : foundation
keywords about festivals
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 12 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of



holidays and school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard + Role-Play
Lesson 14 : Speaking Mock Exam
Vocabulary objective : keywords about
holidays and school
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + connectives + past +
present + future + conditional + idioms +
subjunctive
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard + Role-Play

Autumn 2 :

Topics : Mi gente + intereses e
influencias
Lesson 1: Foundation/Higher Listening
practice Mi gente
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about people
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 2: Foundation/Higher Reading
practice Mi gente
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about people
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional

GCSE listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on home
and town talking about :

* el tamaño y lugar de tu ciudad
(size and location of your town) =
4 present tense
* lo que te gusta hacer en tu
ciudad (what you can do in your
town) = 4 opinions + 4
justifications
* qué hiciste en tu ciudad el fin
de semana pasado (what you did
last week) = 4 past tense
* lo que cambiarías en tu ciudad
(what you would change) = 4
conditional

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about
school life talking about :

* cómo celebras Navidad/Eid en
casa = how do you celebrate
Christmas/Eid at home (4
present tense)
* lo que comiste para
Navidad/Eid el año pasado =
what you ate last Christmas/Eid



Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 3: Foundation/Higher Writing
practice Mi gente
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about people
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : 90/150 words
writing task
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on family
relationships talking about :

• cuántas personas hay en tu familia =
how many people in family
• tu relación con tus padres =
relationship with parents
• una disputa que tuviste con tu
hermano/a la semana pasada =
argument last week
• el tipo de familia que te gustaría tener
en el futuro = type of family in the future

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about school life
talking about :

(4 past tense)
* otras fiestas que tienes en casa
= other festivals you have at
home (4 opinions + 4
justifications)
* lo que vas a hacer el año que
viene = what you are going to do
next year (4 future tense)
Lesson 13 : Speaking Mock
Exam
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about town + festivals
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play
Lesson 14 : Speaking Mock
Exam
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about  town + festivals
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play

Spring 2 :

Topics : A currar + Hacia un
mundo mejor

Lesson 1: Listening practice A
currar
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about jobs



• tu deporte preferido y con qué
frecuencia lo haces = your favourite
sport + fraquency
• un deporte que no te gusta hacer = a
sport you DON’T like to do
• deportes que hacías cuando estabas
más joven = sports you used to do
younger
• deportes que quieres hacer en el futuro
= sports you want to do in the future

Progress Task 1 :

Write down 150 words about family
relationships talking about :

• tu opinión sobre las familias
monoparentales = your opinion about
single parent families (2 opinions + 2
justifications + 4 present tense + 4 past
tense)
• tu opinión sobre el matrimonio = your
opinion about marriage (2 opinions + 2
justifications + 4 future tense OR 4
conditional)

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 150 words about free time
activities talking about :

Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 2: Reading practice A
currar
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about jobs
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 3: Writing practice A
currar
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about jobs
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words about jobs
talking about :

• los empleos de tus padres =
Jobs of your parents (4 present
tense + 2 positive op + 2 ju)
• qué trabajo quieres hacer en el
futuro = future job (4 future tense
or 4 conditional)
• un empleo que no quieres



• describe tu visita al cine = describe
your visit at the cinema (4 present tense
+ 4 future tense OR 4 conditional)
• escribe si la película te gustó y por
qué/ por qué no = write if you liked the
movie or not and why (4 opinions + 4
justifications + 4 past tense)
Lesson 4: Foundation/Higher Speaking
practice Mi gente
Vocabulary objective : foundation:higher
keywords about people
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Foundation/Higher
Photocard + Foundation/Higher
Role-Play
Lesson 5: Foundation/Higher Revision
practice Mi gente
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about people
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of GCSE
foundation/higher listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+conditional
Production objective : redraft the writing
text

hacer = job you DON’T want to
do (2 negative op + 2 ju)
• si hay problemas con el paro en
tu pueblo = unemployment
problems in your town (4 past
tense ?)

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about
social issues talking about :

• la situación con refugiados en
tu pueblo = the refugees situation
in your town
• cómo ayudas a los refugiados =
how do you help refugees
• lo que la gente debería hacer
para ayudar = what people
should do to help
• lo que pasará si la gente no
ayuda = what Will happen if
people don’t help

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 150 words about
social/global issues talking about
:

• describe dónde fuiste de
vacaciones y la contaminación
en este pueblo = describe where
you went on holiday and the
pollution in this town.
• escribe lo que la gente debería



Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on family
relationships talking about :

• cuántas personas hay en tu familia =
how many people in family
• tu relación con tus padres =
relationship with parents
• una disputa que tuviste con tu
hermano/a la semana pasada =
argument last week
• el tipo de familia que te gustaría tener
en el futuro = type of family in the future

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about school life
talking about :

• tu deporte preferido y con qué
frecuencia lo haces = your favourite
sport + frequency
• un deporte que no te gusta hacer = a
sport you DON’T like to do
• deportes que hacías cuando estabas
más joven = sports you used to do
younger
• deportes que quieres hacer en el futuro
= sports you want to do in the future

Progress Task 1 :

hacer para mejorar el medio
ambiente = write what people
should do to improve the
environment.
Lesson 4: Speaking practice A
currar
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about jobs
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play
Lesson 5: Revision practice A
currar
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about jobs
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 6 : TICKS + Grammar
Vocabulary objective : practice of
GCSE listening and reading
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : redraft the
writing text
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words about jobs
talking about :



Write down 150 words about family
relationships talking about :

• tu opinión sobre las familias
monoparentales = your opinion about
single parent families (2 opinions + 2
justifications + 4 present tense + 4 past
tense)
• tu opinión sobre el matrimonio = your
opinion about marriage (2 opinions + 2
justifications + 4 future tense OR 4
conditional)

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 150 words about free time
activities talking about :

• describe tu visita al cine = describe
your visit at the cinema (4 present tense
+ 4 future tense OR 4 conditional)
• escribe si la película te gustó y por
qué/ por qué no = write if you liked the
movie or not and why (4 opinions + 4
justifications + 4 past tense)
Lesson 7: Foundation/Higher Listening
practice intereses e influencias
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : understand

• los empleos de tus padres =
Jobs of your parents (4 present
tense + 2 positive op + 2 ju)
• qué trabajo quieres hacer en el
futuro = future job (4 future tense
or 4 conditional)
• un empleo que no quieres
hacer = job you DON’T want to
do (2 negative op + 2 ju)
• si hay problemas con el paro en
tu pueblo = unemployment
problems in your town (4 past
tense ?)

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about
social issues talking about :

• la situación con refugiados en
tu pueblo = the refugees situation
in your town
• cómo ayudas a los refugiados =
how do you help refugees
• lo que la gente debería hacer
para ayudar = what people
should do to help
• lo que pasará si la gente no
ayuda = what Will happen if
people don’t help

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 150 words about
social/global issues talking about
:



spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 8: Foundation/Higher Reading
practice intereses e influencias
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 9: Foundation/Higher Writing
practice intereses e influencias
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : 90/150 words
writing task
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words on family
relationships talking about :

• cuántas personas hay en tu familia =
how many people in family
• tu relación con tus padres =
relationship with parents
• una disputa que tuviste con tu
hermano/a la semana pasada =
argument last week
• el tipo de familia que te gustaría tener
en el futuro = type of family in the future

• describe dónde fuiste de
vacaciones y la contaminación
en este pueblo = describe where
you went on holiday and the
pollution in this town.
• escribe lo que la gente debería
hacer para mejorar el medio
ambiente = write what people
should do to improve the
environment.
Lesson 7: Listening practice
Hacia un mundo mejor
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about environment
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 8: Reading practice
Hacia un mundo mejor
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about environment
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to
write down correct answers
Lesson 9: Writing practice
Hacia un mundo mejor
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about environment
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive



Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about school life
talking about :

• tu deporte preferido y con qué
frecuencia lo haces = your favourite
sport + frequency
• un deporte que no te gusta hacer = a
sport you DON’T like to do
• deportes que hacías cuando estabas
más joven = sports you used to do
younger
• deportes que quieres hacer en el futuro
= sports you want to do in the future

Progress Task 1 :

Write down 150 words about family
relationships talking about :

• tu opinión sobre las familias
monoparentales = your opinion about
single parent families (2 opinions + 2
justifications + 4 present tense + 4 past
tense)
• tu opinión sobre el matrimonio = your
opinion about marriage (2 opinions + 2
justifications + 4 future tense OR 4
conditional)

Production objective : 90 words
writing task
Progress Task 1 :

Write down 90 words about jobs
talking about :

• los empleos de tus padres =
Jobs of your parents (4 present
tense + 2 positive op + 2 ju)
• qué trabajo quieres hacer en el
futuro = future job (4 future tense
or 4 conditional)
• un empleo que no quieres
hacer = job you DON’T want to
do (2 negative op + 2 ju)
• si hay problemas con el paro en
tu pueblo = unemployment
problems in your town (4 past
tense ?)

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 90 words about
social issues talking about :

• la situación con refugiados en
tu pueblo = the refugees situation
in your town
• cómo ayudas a los refugiados =
how do you help refugees
• lo que la gente debería hacer
para ayudar = what people
should do to help
• lo que pasará si la gente no
ayuda = what Will happen if



Progress Task 2 :

Write down 150 words about free time
activities talking about :

• describe tu visita al cine = describe
your visit at the cinema (4 present tense
+ 4 future tense OR 4 conditional)
• escribe si la película te gustó y por
qué/ por qué no = write if you liked the
movie or not and why (4 opinions + 4
justifications + 4 past tense)
Lesson 10: Foundation/Higher Speaking
practice intereses e influencias
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future +
conditional
Production objective : General
Conversation + Foundation/Higher
Photocard + Foundation/Higher
Role-Play
Lesson 11: Foundation/Higher Revision
practice intereses e influencias
Vocabulary objective : foundation/higher
keywords about free time activities
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present + future
+conditional
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to write
down correct answers
Lesson 12 : Writing assessment
Lesson 13 : Listening assessment
Listening 14 : Reading assessment

people don’t help

Progress Task 2 :

Write down 150 words about
social/global issues talking about
:

• describe dónde fuiste de
vacaciones y la contaminación
en este pueblo = describe where
you went on holiday and the
pollution in this town.
• escribe lo que la gente debería
hacer para mejorar el medio
ambiente = write what people
should do to improve the
environment.
Lesson 10: Speaking practice
Hacia un mundo mejor
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about environment
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : General
Conversation + Photocard +
Role-Play
Lesson 11: Revision practice
Hacia un mundo mejor
Vocabulary objective : keywords
about environment
Grammar objective : opinions +
justifications + past + present +
future + conditional + subjunctive
Production objective : understand
spoken and written Spanish to



write down correct answers
Lesson 12 : Writing assessment
Lesson 13 : Listening
assessment
Listening 14 : Reading
assessment

Adaptations for SEND Use of pictures to support the learning of
new vocabulary and students are given
adapted resources for foundation and
higher education to be able to support
their learning. Students are taught the
same topic but pitched at two different
levels (one foundation class is being
taught in parallel to a higher one).
Depending on effort, classwork and
assessment data, students can move up
or down a class in order to suit their
needs better.

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources for foundation and
higher education to be able to
support their learning. Students
are taught the same topic but
pitched at two different levels
(one foundation class is being
taught in parallel to a higher
one). Depending on effort,
classwork and assessment data,
students can move up or down a
class in order to suit their needs
better.

Use of pictures to support the
learning of new vocabulary and
students are given adapted
resources for foundation and
higher education to be able to
support their learning. Students
are taught the same topic but
pitched at two different levels
(one foundation class is being
taught in parallel to a higher
one). Depending on effort,
classwork and assessment data,
students can move up or down a
class in order to suit their needs
better.

Adaptations following
students’ voice

Following our meetings with our different
curriculum consultants throughout the
year, we have decided to adapt our
curriculum regarding 3 main priorities :

● A bigger emphasis on vocabulary
retention

● More translation tasks to embed
this vocabulary in context (other
than listening or reading)

● More planning time before doing
a writing task : students now
need to fill in some clouds to
make sure they can think of
which success criteria they are
going to include. Indeed,



grammar is half of the marks.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks
and George Washington Carver tackling
different resources in Spanish.
Moreover, students will be exposed to
specific vocabulary (even though it is not
in the AQA vocabulary list provided) to
be able to describe countries and
therefore their nationalities.

Students will learn about Jesse Owens
to celebrate Black History Month.

Students will learn about
Sojourner Truth and Becker T
Washington tackling different
resources in Spanish. Moreover,
students will be exposed to
specific vocabulary (even though
it is not in the AQA vocabulary
list provided) to be able to
describe themselves physically
and be better represented.

Students will learn about Jessie
Owens and Bessie Coleman
tackling different resources in
Spanish. Moreover, students will
be exposed to specific
vocabulary (even though it is not
in the AQA vocabulary list
provided) to be able to describe
themselves physically and be
better represented.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Students will learn about Rosa Parks
and Miss Childress (who invented the
KFC recipe)

Through the story of Sojourner
Truth who was an American
abolitionist and women's rights
activist, students will learn how
women’s rights have evolved in
Spain.

Through the story of Bessie
Coleman, who was the first
Native American to hold a pilot
license, students will learn how
job opportunities have evolved in
Spain.

Opportunities to
challenge Islamophobia
or homophobia

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Students are shown some South
American countries and some schools
and towns in Spain to identify the
cultural differences.

Students are shown some
cultural differences with how
families function in Spain and
South America.

Students are shown Barcelona
and some cities in South America
to talk about their architectures
and art life.

Opportunities to embed
academic texts

Foundation :
● Students will read and answer

comprehension questions about
Florencia and Hector’s extracts
from their diaries talking about
summer holidays.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about



Marta and Pedro short articles
about what they did last year.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Asun, Fernando and Hassan
leaving a review online about
their accommodation in
Barcelona.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a hotel webpage in Alicante.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract from Sol, playa y
asesinato a novel by Julia
Montenegro.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a survey online answered by 4
Spanish friends.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Ximena and Timo answering to a
survey online about their opinion
of their school uniform.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
4 students describing their school
uniforms (like Tweets).

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Victor (their school penfriend)
writing an email to them to
explain the school trip.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Jose and Maria talking about



their school clubs.
● Students will read and answer

comprehension questions about
a school club timetable from a
Spanish school.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
their penfriend Maria sending
them an email about her new
school.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract from amor y
pedagogia, a novel by Miguel
Unamuno.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Jessie and Joy, a latino American
band.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Alejandro’s review on social
media.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract of a discussion talking
about ebooks and paper books.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Olivia’s opinion about her best
friend (in a post online).

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
your Spanish penfriend
introduction file card.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about



comments left on a webpage
about apps.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a Whatsapp message received
from a friend.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a review from Bruno Mars
concert.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
5 tweets talking about a movie, a
novel, a videogame, a song or
Facebooks.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
2 leaflets about festivals.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
4 short descriptions of Sofia
Vergara, Rafael Nadal, Tom
Daley and Rigoberta Menchu

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a chat between 4 Mexican young
people talking about free time
activities.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract of Sara y las
Goldeadoras, a novel by Laura
Gallego.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a Facebook message.

Higher :



● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Inigo and Ana extracts from their
diaries talking about summer
holidays.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a website talking about exploring
Barcelona in segway.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Asun, Alejandro, Yoli and Hassan
leaving a review online about
their accommodation.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a hotel webpage in Alicante.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an article about Havana.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract from 75 consejos para
sobrevivir en el campamento, a
novel by MAria Frisa.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a survey online answered by 4
Spanish friends.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
3 students answering to a survey
online about their opinion of their
school uniform and school
subjects.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about



Josue who moved school.
● Students will read and answer

comprehension questions about
Victor (their school penfriend)
writing an email to them to
explain the school trip.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Amelia, Tomas and Gael talking
about their school clubs.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a school club timetable from a
Spanish school.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
their penfriend Maria sending
them an email about her new
school.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract from amor y
pedagogia, a novel by Miguel
Unamuno.

● Student will read ans answer
comprehension question about
an article in a Spanish magazine.

● Student will read ans answer
comprehension question about
an extract of a diary about the
first day at school.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a group chat in Salamanca.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
Alejandro’s review on social



media.
● Students will read and answer

comprehension questions about
an extract of a discussion talking
about ebooks and paper books.

● Students will read and answer
questions about a Wikipedia
presentation of Mafalda.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
4 young people’s opinion about
their best friend (in a post online).

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an article talking about
multitasking.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension question about
an extract of el principe de la
niebla, a novel from Carlos Luis
Zafon.

●
● Students will read and answer

comprehension questions about
a review from Bruno Mars
concert.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
4 tweets talking about sport free
time activities.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
3 leaflets about music, cinema
and videogame.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
3 leaflets about festivals.

● Students will read and answer



comprehension questions about
4 short descriptions of Rafael
Nadal and Conchita Jiménez

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
an extract of Sara y las
Goldeadoras, a novel by Laura
Gallego.

● Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about
a news website.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Students will be tested on the 4 skills
they need to master a language :
listening, reading, writing and speaking
to assess their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are able to
express themselves in the target
language (actively)

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a
language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are
able to express themselves in the
target language (actively)

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a
language : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are
able to express themselves in the
target language (actively)

Year: 12 Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point After successfully achieving their GCSE
in Spanish, students now have a solid
general vocabulary repertoire and a
strong grasp of Spanish grammar. This
knowledge allows them to both receive
and deliver a wide range of written and
oral content, facilitating the expansion of
their knowledge on Hispanic culture, and
Spanish vocabulary and grammar in the
target language.

Now that students have
developed their knowledge on
the different cultural trends and
aspects of Hispanic society, and
are ready to hear about the
current and historical artistic
culture in the Hispanic world, as
well as review all the grammar
and vocabulary we have
previously seen in the Autumn
term.



Big concepts to learn Supported by their previous knowledge,
students will expand their understanding
of the following content while practising
the 4 skills:

Vocabulary:

THEME 1:
Aspects of Hispanic society: current
trends.
Topic 1: Traditional and modern values
Topic 2: Cyberspace
Topic 3: Equality of the sexes

Grammar:
● Use the imperfect and imperfect

continuous tenses
● Use the preterite tense
● Use the imperfect and preterite

tenses together
● Use the present and present

continuous
● Use comparatives and

superlatives
● Ser and estar
● Use the future and conditional
● Use indefinite adjectives and

pronouns
● Use the perfect tense
● Use the pluperfect tense
● Use the future perfect
● Use the conditional perfect

Supported by their previous
knowledge, students will expand
their understanding of the
following content while practising
the 4 skills:

Vocabulary:

THEME 2:
Artistic culture in the Hispanic
world
Topic 4: The influence of idols
Topic 5: Regional identity in
Spain
Topic 6: Cultural heritage

Grammar:
● Use indirect object

pronouns
● Practise the passive

voice
● Use direct object

pronouns
● Use the present

subjunctive of regular
verbs

● Use the perfect tense in
the subjunctive

● Use numerals
● Use the subjunctive

efficiently after verbs of
emotion, surprise, doubt,
etc.

● Understand and use
efficiently demonstrative
and possessive
adjectives

● Use imperatives



Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

AUTUMN 1
Lesson 1. INTRODUCTION

1. Organising your file.
2. Weighting of the exams.
3. How to prepare for your

Spanish at AS level.
4. Grammar practice: What

should I know by now?
5. Topics
6. Exam breakdown
7. Project end of topic.

Vocabulary objective : Brief introduction
to the history of Spain until Franco
dictatorship and family structures since
then.
Grammar objective : Use the present and
the imperfect tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
an actual TV Show that tells the life of an
average 80's family in Spain:
“Cuentame”.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Think/Pair/Share structures of
families in real life.
Writing: translation of history chapters.

Lesson 2. Los cambios en la familia A.
Vocabulary objective : Describe the
various types of 21st century Spanish
family and how these differ from the
family model of the past.
Grammar objective : use the imperfect
and the preterite tense.
Production objective:

SPRING 1

Lesson 1. Cantantes y
músicos A.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss
the positive and negative
influence singers and musicians
have.
Grammar objective : Connectives
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about 3 Spanish
speaking singers.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Think/Pair/Share
Music reality shows.
Writing: Translation Translation -
fandom in Spain. The voice

Lesson 2. Cantantes y
músicos B.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss
the positive and negative
influence singers and musicians
have.
Grammar objective : use indirect
object pronouns.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about Shakira.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Think/Pair/Share

SUMMER 1

Lesson 1. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 10.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text
of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 2. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 11.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text
of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.



Reading: Students will read and answer
comprehension questions about an
extract of the Guide of the good wife.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: The role of grandparents
nowadays looking after their
grandchildren.
Writing: Translation

Lesson 3. Los cambios en la familia B
Vocabulary objective : Understand,
recognise and use a set of key
expressions related to women’s liberation
and how family has been affected after
mothers joined the labour market.

Grammar objective : use the imperfect
and the preterite tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the Emancipation of young people in
Spain.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions about women joining
the labour market.
Writing: translation - Guide of the good
wife.

Lesson 4. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about
Aragon’s region where the film takes
place and the causes of the Spanish Civil
War.

Celebrities charity work.
Writing: Translation Spanish
Band: La oreja de Van Gogh.

Lesson 3. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 2.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 4. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use indirect
object pronouns.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read and
answer comprehension
questions about Shakira’s
humanitarian work.

Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 3. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 12.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text
of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 4. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 13.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text
of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about



Grammar objective: use the imperfect
and the preterite tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
of the importance of the Spanish Civil
War and its causes.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions about women at war.
Writing: Timeline of the Spanish Civil
War.

Lesson 5. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use the imperfect
continuous tense.
Production objective:
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words on: With
regard to family and emotional
relationships, how has life changed in
Spain since the end of the dictatorship?
Do you think life is better now or not?

Lesson 6. Actitudes hacia el
matrimonio y el divorcio A.
Vocabulary objective : Understand trends
in marriage and how modern and
traditional values differ.
Grammar objective : Use the preterite
tense.

Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words
on: The influence exerted by
musicians on young people

Lesson 5. Estrellas de
televisión y de cine A.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss
the positive and negative effect
TV and cinema stars have in
society
Grammar objective : practise the
passive voice.
Production objective : Translation
- famous influence, positive or
negative?
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about Salma Hayek.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Think/Pair/Share
Movies, acting dreams.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 6. Estrellas de
televisión y de cine B.
Vocabulary objective : Celebrities
making headlines. What are they
known for?
Grammar objective : use
connectives and other
expressions to improve your
conversation style.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a

it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 5. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 14.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text
of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.



Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the reasons to get married.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Important qualities in a
partner.
Writing: Translation

Lesson 7. Actitudes hacia el
matrimonio y el divorcio B.
Vocabulary objective : key expressions to
discuss marriage and divorce in Spain
Grammar objective : Know when to use
accents.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the farewell - the divorce situation in
Spain.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions about gay marriage.
Writing: Translation

Lesson 8. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about
Guernica’s attack, Picasso’s painting and
the consequences of the Spanish Civil
War.
Grammar objective: use the imperfect
and the preterite tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the consequences of the Spanish Civil

text and answer comprehension
questions about actor Dani
Rovira and director Alejandro
Gonalez Iñarritu.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Think/Pair/Share Do
celebrities’ actions have the right
influence?.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 7. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 3.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 8. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.



War.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish War songs to write down correct
answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions about the post war.
Writing: Description of Picasso painting:
Guernica.

Lesson 9. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use the irregular
preterite tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
How divorce petitions have increased by
12.5% in one year.
Progress Task:
Write a summary of 80-100 words of the
text.

Lesson 10. La influencia de la Iglesia
Católica A.
Vocabulary objective : Understand the
religious history of Spain.
Grammar objective : Use the imperfect.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the Muslim heritage in the peninsula.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer

Grammar objective: the passive
voice.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about TV and movie
stars.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 9. Modelos A.
Vocabulary objective : Consider
the type of influence fashion
models have on young people.
Grammar objective : use direct
object pronouns
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about Miss Universe
admires Sofia Vergara.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Think/Pair/Share
Modelling and sexism.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 10. Modelos B.
Vocabulary objective : Negative
impact of models on women.
Grammar objective : problems
with parallelism in our essays.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a



several questions about Easter
processions in Spain.
Writing: 70 - 100 words Summary of how
the Catholic church's role has changed in
Spanish society.

Lesson 11. La influencia de la Iglesia
Católica B.
Vocabulary objective : current role of
religion in hispanic countries.
Grammar objective : Use the preterite
tense.
Production objective : Essay -
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the Spanish disaffection towards church.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions.
Writing: 150 words article of how Spanish
young people opinions towards
homosexuality, abortion and church.

Lesson 12. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about
“Makis” underground resistance
movement and the postwar.
Grammar objective: use the imperfect
and the preterite tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
life during the Post War.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish short: Franco y el bikini to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer

text and answer comprehension
questions about Spain bans
underweight models from the
catwalk.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Think/Pair/Share Can
models have a positive influence
on young people in regards to
smoking and drinking?
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 11. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 4.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.



several questions about the movie
characters during the post war.

Lesson 13. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use the imperfect,
imperfect continuous, present and
regular and irregular preterite tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
Disaffection towards the church.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions.
Progress Task:
Write a summary of 80-100 words of the
text.

Lesson 14. Revision 1.
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary of the current Spanish
family and the family model of the past.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review the imperfect and imperfect
continuous tenses.
Production objective : Translation -
current Spanish family and the family
model of the past.

Lesson 15. Revision 2.
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary about marriage, and
modern and traditional values.
Grammar objective : Understand and

Lesson 12. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.
Grammar objective: the passive
voice.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about Barbie dolls.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Progress Task:
Write an essay of 200-250 words
on: To what extent can it be said
that models are a bad or a good
influence on young people?

Lesson 13. Revision 1.
Vocabulary objective :
understand and review the
positive and negative influence
singers and musicians have.
Grammar objective : Understand
and review the passive voice.
Production objective : Translation
- positive and negative influence
singers and musicians have

Lesson 14. Revision 2.
Vocabulary objective :
understand and review the type
of influence fashion models have
on young people
Grammar objective : Understand



review the imperfect and preterite tenses
together.
Production objective : Translation -
marriage, and modern and traditional
values.

Lesson 16. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about male
chauvinism in postwar times.
Grammar objective: use of synonyms
and key expressions.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
male chauvinism and women’s role
during the movies’ time.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish video: La dictadura de Franco.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions about sexist
advertising.
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words on:
How do you think the Civil War has
influenced current Spanish society? Do
you think that Spain is still confronted?

Lesson 17. Project presentations
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary about a chosen
subtopic.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review the imperfect and preterite tenses
together.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will search the web to
answer comprehension questions about
a project.

and review direct object
pronouns
Production objective : Translation
- type of influence fashion
models have on young people

Lesson 15. tradiciones y
costumbres A.
Vocabulary objective : Describe
and discuss Spanish customs
and traditions
Grammar objective : Use the
present subjunctive of regular
verbs
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about The party of the
water in Gran Canaria
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 16. tradiciones y
costumbres B.
Vocabulary objective : More key
expressions to talk about
regional festivals
Grammar objective : Use the
present subjunctive of irregular
verbs
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension



Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish and provide a positive peer
assessment to all students.
Speaking: Present their project in
Spanish and answer several questions.
Writing: a 5 minutes (200 words)
presentation project.

Lesson 18. Project presentations
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary about a chosen
subtopic.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review the imperfect and preterite tenses
together.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will search the web to
answer comprehension questions about
a project.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish and provide a positive peer
assessment to all students.
Speaking: Present their project in
Spanish and answer several questions.
Writing: a 5 minutes (200 words)
presentation project.

Lesson 19. La influencia de Internet A.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss the
positive and/or negative influence of the
Internet.
Grammar objective : Use the present &
the present continuous tense.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the elderly and internet usage.

questions about local festivals.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 17. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 4.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 18. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.
Grammar objective: tips for
improving our listening skills



Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about
technology in nowadays life.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 20. La influencia de Internet B.
Vocabulary objective : Measures to
combat piracy.
Grammar objective : Use the present and
present continuous together.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
piracy on the net.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about
technology island children’s exposure to
inappropriate content.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 21. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about
cinema, director Guillermo del Toro and
his influences.
Grammar objective: use the present
tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
his biography and career.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions about the movie’s

(how to identify tenses or word
types depending on their ending)
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Progress Task:
Write an essay of 200-250 words
on: write an essay about a
festivity in your country.

Lesson 19. La gastronomía A.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss
the similarities and differences in
the gastronomy of Spain.
Grammar objective : Use the
present in the subjunctive
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about the eating
customs of Spanish people.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 20. La gastronomía B.
Vocabulary objective : key
expressions to discuss about
gastronomy and the name and



genres. Discussion about the movie
trailer.
Writing: the similarities and differences
between 2 Guillermo del Toro’s movies.

Lesson 22. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use the present
continuous tense.
Production objective:
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words on: The
importance of the internet in our society.

Lesson 23. Los móviles inteligentes
en nuestra sociedad A.
Vocabulary objective: Discuss the
positive and/or negative effects of
smartphones.
Grammar objective : Use superlatives.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the right age to get a smartphone.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and answer
several questions about text’s
abbreviations.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 24. Los móviles inteligentes
en nuestra sociedad B.
Vocabulary objective: the role of phones

ingredients of different typical
dishes.
Grammar objective : Use the
present in the subjunctive
(irregular verbs)
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about different regional
gastronomies along Spain.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 21. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 5.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.



nowadays.
Grammar objective: Use comparatives.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
piracy on the net.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about the pros
and cons related to tech and the youth.
Writing: Translation.

AUTUMN 2

Lesson 1. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about film
techniques and how to make a film
review.
Grammar objective: use the present and
preterite tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
2 movie reviews.

Lesson 2. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: how to write a
summary based on an audio extract.
Production objective:
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words on: pros
and cons of smartphones nowadays.

Lesson 22. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.
Grammar objective: Practise the
identification of incorrect
sentences (word order, accents,
subordination, tense agreement)
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Progress Task:
Write an essay of 200-250 words
on: Do you follow a varied and
balanced diet? Describe your
diet and give your opinion about
the foods you should consume
less or more.

Lesson 23. La lengua A.
Vocabulary objective :  Consider
the languages spoken in Spain
and the issues surrounding them
Grammar objective : Learn about
numerals.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about: Spanish, a
language with many speakers.



Lesson 3. Las redes sociales:
beneficios y peligros A.
Vocabulary objective : Consider the type
of influence social networks have on
society.
Grammar objective : Use the conditional.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
Facebook and Twitter.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about internet
hackers.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 4. Las redes sociales:
beneficios y peligros B.
Vocabulary objective : What is the future
of social networks?
Grammar objective : Use the future and
conditional together.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
gastronomy and social networks
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about
influencers.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 5. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about film
techniques and how to make a film

Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 24. La lengua B.
Vocabulary objective : key
expressions to discuss
languages
Grammar objective : cardinal and
ordinal numbers
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about the co-official
languages   in education in Spain.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

SPRING 2

Lesson 1. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 6.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a



review.
Grammar objective: use the present and
preterite tense.
Production objective:
Writing: Students will write their own
movie review, 200-250 words, of their
favourite movie or a movie that they have
seen recently..
Lesson 6. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use the present and
the present continuous tense.
Production objective:
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words on:
How social media has changed our life
nowdaays.

Lesson 7. Revision 1.
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary of the influence of the
Internet.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review the present and present
continuous.
Production objective : Translation - the
influence of the Internet

Lesson 8. Revision 2.
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary about the effect of
smartphones.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review comparatives and superlatives.

text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 2. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.
Grammar objective: Review fill-
in-the-gap activities and how to
be successful on them by
analysing the grammar.
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Progress Task:
Write a summary of 80-100
words of the the article about the
dictatorship.

Lesson 3. Revision 1.
Vocabulary objective :
Understand and review the
similarities and differences in the
gastronomy of Spain



Production objective : Translation - the
effect of smartphones

Lesson 9. Project presentations
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary about a chosen social
network.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review the present and present
continuous tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will search the web to
answer comprehension questions about
a project: A social network.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish and provide a positive peer
assessment to all students.
Speaking: Present their project in
Spanish and answer several questions.
Writing: a 5 minutes (200 words)
presentation project.

Lesson 10. Project presentations
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary about a chosen social
network.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review the present and present
continuous tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will search the web to
answer comprehension questions about
a project: A social network.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish and provide a positive peer
assessment to all students.
Speaking: Present their project in
Spanish and answer several questions.

Grammar objective : Understand
and review present subjunctive
of regular
Production objective : Translation
- similarities and differences in
the gastronomy of Spain.

Lesson 4. Revision 2.
Vocabulary objective :
Understand and review the
languages spoken in Spain and
the issues surrounding them
Grammar objective : Understand
and review.
Production objective : Translation
- the languages spoken in Spain
and the issues surrounding them.

Lesson 5. Sitios históricos y
civilizaciones prehispánicas A.
Vocabulary objective :
Understand civilizations that
contributed to the cultural
heritage of Spain
Grammar objective : Use the
subjunctive effectively after verbs
of emotion, surprise and doubt.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about the Roman
heritage in Spain.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.



Writing: a 5 minutes (200 words)
presentation project.

Lesson 11. La mujer en el mercado
laboral A.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss women in
the labour market.
Grammar objective: Use indefinite
adjectives and pronouns.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
how women earn 37,4% less than men.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about women’s
work and home life.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 12. La mujer en el mercado
laboral B.
Vocabulary objective : Study the role of
women at home.
Grammar objective : subordinate
sentences and their connectors.
Production objective : Essay -
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
Housework participation.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about gender
statistics.
Writing: Translation.

Writing: Translation.

Lesson 6. Sitios históricos y
civilizaciones prehispánicas B.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss
the pre-Columbian heritage of
Latin America
Grammar objective : enhancing
your research using the internet.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about pre hispanic
civilizations.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 7. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 7.
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,



Lesson 13. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about film
technical sheet.
Grammar objective: use the differences
between ser and estar and also the use
of the subjunctive tense.
Production objective: Students will read
and answer comprehension questions
about the movie.

Lesson 14. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use the indefinite
adjectives and pronuns.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read an article
and answer comprehension questions
about Venus or Mars.
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words on:
Evolution of the role of women in the
labour market and how it has changed
our lives today.

Lesson 15. El machismo y el
feminismo
Vocabulary objective : Discuss male
chauvinism.
Grammar objective : Use the perfect
tense.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
Does male chauvinism still exist?

question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 8. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.
Grammar objective: Use the
subjunctive effectively after verbs
of emotion, surprise and doubt.
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.

Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words
on: The importance of historical
sites in our society.

Lesson 9. Arte y arquitectura
A.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss
Spanish and Latin American
artists and the role of
architecture in Spain
Grammar objective : Understand
and use efficiently demonstrative
and possessive adjectives
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension



Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about male
chauvinism.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 16. El machismo y el
feminismo
Vocabulary objective : Look at the role of
feminism.
Grammar objective : Use the pluperfect
tense
Production objective : Essay - listen to
the report and write a summary with the
main points.
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the feminist movement.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about Yerma.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 17. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about the
movie characters.
Grammar objective: use of adjectives to
describe people.
Production objective: Students will read
several texts and answer comprehension
questions about the movie characters.

questions about world famous
painter Diego Velazquez.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 10. Arte y arquitectura
B.
Vocabulary objective : Classic
and Modern art.
Grammar objective : how to
break down comprehension
tasks.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about world famous
architect Antonio Gaudi.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 11. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 8
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:



Lesson 18. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use the perfect
tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
gender violence in Mexico.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words on:
Does male chauvinism still exist?

Lesson 19. Los derechos de los gays
y las personas transgénero A.
Vocabulary objective : Discuss gay
marriage in Spain and the Hispanic world
Grammar objective : Use the conditional
perfect tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
the Gay Pride In Madrid.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about the
LGBTI+ community.
Writing: Translation.

Reading: Students will read a
text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 12. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.
Grammar objective: Break down
comprehension tasks by
analysing the language.
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words
on: Choose the Spanish or Latin
American artist that you like the
most. Find information about this
person and write about his work,
explaining why you like it.



Lesson 20. Los derechos de los gays
y las personas transgénero B.
Vocabulary objective : Spanish
personalities and the promotion of Gay
marriage.
Grammar objective : Use the future
perfect tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
Ricky Martin promotes gay marriage in
Latin America
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe some pictures and
answer several questions about Gay
marriage.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 21. MOVIE: Pan’s labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn about a
movie chapter 1.
Grammar objective: use connectives,
idioms and present, past and future
tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text of the
movie and answer comprehension
questions about it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify, question and
summarise the chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words summary.

Lesson 13. El patrimonio
musical y su diversidad A.
Vocabulary objective :
Understand the diversity of
Spanish music and dance.
Grammar objective : Learn about
and use the imperative tense.
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about world famous
poets Antonio Machado.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.

Lesson 14. El patrimonio
musical y su diversidad B.
Vocabulary objective : el baile y
el mundo flamenco
Grammar objective :
Production objective :
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions about flamenco dance
and music.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.
Speaking: Describe a picture and
answer several questions:
Think/Pair/Share.
Writing: Translation.



Lesson 22. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of the
vocabulary by responding to all teacher’s
targets to progress.
Grammar objective: use cognates and
false cognates. Use the preterite
pluperfect.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a text and
answer comprehension questions about
gender violence in Latin America.
Listening: understand spoken and written
Spanish to write down correct answers.
Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words on:
Feminism in the Spanish speaking world.

Lesson 23. Revision 1.
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review vocabulary about Transgender
people and bullfighting.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review indefinite adjectives and
pronouns.
Production objective : Translation -
women in the labour market

Lesson 24. Revision 2.
Vocabulary objective : Understand and
review feminism and male chauvinism
vocabulary.
Grammar objective : Understand and
review the perfect and the pluperfect
tenses.
Production objective : Essay  - feminism
and male chauvinism.

Lesson 15. MOVIE: Pan’s
labyrinths
Vocabulary objective : Learn
about a movie chapter 9
Grammar objective: use
connectives, idioms and present,
past and future tense.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text of the movie and answer
comprehension questions about
it.
Listening: watch a short video to
understand spoken Spanish to
write down correct answers.
Speaking: Predict, clarify,
question and summarise the
chapter.
Writing: a 70-100 words
summary.

Lesson 16. RAP + Grammar
Vocabulary objective: revision of
the vocabulary by responding to
all teacher’s targets to progress.
Grammar objective: Recognise
irregular endings in nouns.
Production objective:
Reading: Students will read a
text and answer comprehension
questions.
Listening: understand spoken
and written Spanish to write
down correct answers.



Progress Task:
Write an essay 200-250 words
on: El Flamenco:

● What happened in 2010
and what are the
characteristics of the
dance?

● Provide some information
about the museum.

● Talk about the origin of
the dance.

Lesson 17. Revision 1.
Vocabulary objective :
Understand and review
civilizations that contributed to
the cultural heritage of Spain
Grammar objective : Understand
and review the subjunctive
effectively after verbs of emotion,
surprise and doubt.
Production objective : Translation
of a text about world famous
painter Dali and surrealism.

Lesson 18. Revision 2.
Vocabulary objective :
Understand and review the
diversity of Spanish patrimony..
Grammar objective : Understand
and review the imperative tense.
Production objective : Translation
of a text about the muslim
patrimony in Spain.



Adaptations for SEND N/A N/A

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Students will learn and discuss the
changes in the values related to race and
culture in Spanish speaking countries.
From the historical context of the
Spanish civil war and the dictatorship, to
the current views on race and ethnicity.

Students will learn and discuss
the changes in the values related
to race and culture in Spanish
speaking countries. From the
historical context of the Spanish
civil war and the dictatorship, to
the current views on race and
ethnicity.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Students will learn and discuss both the
current and the historical role of women
in the world of work, male chauvinism,
feminism and LGBTQI rights in Spanish
speaking countries and will be able to
compare them with their individual
cultural knowledge.

Students will learn and discuss
both the current and the
historical role of women in the
world of work, male chauvinism,
feminism and LGBTQI rights in
Spanish speaking countries and
will be able to compare them with
their individual cultural
knowledge.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Students will learn about a wide range of
cultural data from hispanic countries both
in the Americas and in Europe. They will
be able to learn about recipes of regional
dishes, regional dances and music,
Spanish authors and singers. They will
also improve their literacy skills,
cinematography knowledge; and expand
their notion of religion in hispanic
countries.

Students will learn about a wide
range of cultural data from
hispanic countries both in the
Americas and in Europe. They
will be able to learn about
recipes of regional dishes,
regional dances and music,
Spanish authors and singers.
They will also improve their
literacy skills, cinematography
knowledge; and expand their
notion of religion in hispanic
countries.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Students will be tested on the 4 skills
they need to master a language :
listening, reading, writing and speaking to

Students will be tested on the 4
skills they need to master a
language : listening, reading,



assess their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are able to
express themselves in the target
language (actively).

writing and speaking to assess
their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) but also if they are
able to express themselves in
the target language (actively).

Year: 13 Aut Spr Sum



Students’ starting point Autumn 1
After completing GCSE and Y12,
students now have a deep
understanding of the Spanish language
and the Hispanic world. Students should
now understand Aspects of Hispanic
Societies, Artistic Culture in the Hispanic
World, and they should be able to
understand, analyse and discuss
vocabulary related to a film including; the
plot, characters, themes, social
environments, techniques and styles of
the director.

Autumn 2
After the completion of the first half-term
students will be familiar with most of the
aspects of Multiculturalism in the
Hispanic society leading in Autumn 2 to
the final topic of this theme (Theme 3)
“La convivencia” Coexistence.

Students are able to understand the
vocabulary of Theme 3 but also apply it
in different settings using the 4 skills.
Student's starting point is also previous
knowledge on legislation against racism
in the Hispanic world, which will allow
students to further understand and
express their opinion when describing
the issues surrounding the integration of
different cultures within the sphere of
education providing different information
on legislation against racism and
discrimination.

Spring 1
After the completion of the first term
students will now familiarise themselves
with the book they have to study for their
writing exam : Como Agua para
chocolate. Through the study of the
book, students will learn about the
Mexican revolution, the Mexican culture
and cuisine but also how to describe the
characters and develop their thinking to
be able to write an essay in Spanish in
which they need to analyse an aspect of
the book and demonstrate their own
point of view.

Spring 2
In this half-term students will gain
knowledge on Aspects of political life in
the Hispanic World. Adding to their
previous knowledge on legislation
surrounding Immigration, Racism and
Coexistence, students will be able to
understand youths’ attitude towards
politics making links with topics from
previous terms.



Big concepts to learn
Autumn1

This year, students will be able to apply
the knowledge acquired throughout the
two years of A-level Spanish. Students
will continue to learn and understand
themes related to the Hispanic World,
they will be able to analyse vocabulary
of literature, the story, themes,
characters and authors techniques.

Finally, students will prepare an
individual personal project where they
will be able to select a theme of their
choice related to the Hispanic World,
and prepare a presentation where the
key findings, analysis and a summary
are shown.

Vocabulary:

THEME 3:
Multiculturalism in Hispanic societies.
Topic 1: Immigration (Positive and
Negative aspects and potential
problems)
Topic 2: Racism (Describe and discuss
racist and xenophobe attitudes,
measures to fight racism and what
legislation is already in place)

Grammar:
● Present tense
● Preterite tense
● Compound tenses
● Improve the use of nouns and

adjectives

Spring 1

This half-term students will be able to
explore different concepts and events in
the Hispanic world related to
Multiculturalism in Hispanic societies and
how this has an impact on countries’
legislations but also how Hispanic
societies adapt and support the
integration of different cultures.

Students will continue to analyse their
Novels, understand the role of the
different characters and how they
interlink with one another.

Vocabulary:

THEME 3:

Multiculturalism in Hispanic societies.
Topic 3: Coexistence (Understand and
discuss how different cultures integrate
in the Hispanic World and the issue
surrounding the integration of different
cultures within the sphere of education)

Grammar:

● Improve the use of nouns and
adjectives

● Conditional tense
● Future tenses
● If clause + pluperfect subjunctive



● Conditional tense
● Future perfect tense

Autumn 2:
Building on previous knowledge students
will be able to make links with the topic
of Immigration and Racism learnt the
previous half- term with the terms from
this half-term. Students will be able to
understand the new vocabulary but also
apply it in the necessary context in order
to produce information and develop their
language skills.

Vocabulary:

THEME 3:

Multiculturalism in Hispanic societies.
Topic 3: Coexistence (Understand and
discuss how different cultures integrate
in the Hispanic World and the issue
surrounding the integration of different
cultures within the sphere of education.
This will also link to topics of immigration
and racism when coexisting together in a
society).

Grammar:
● Form and use prepositions
● Use of pronouns
● Use of adverbs
● Continue to improve the use of

future tenses.

● If clause + imperfect subjunctive
● Passive voice

Spring 2:

In Spring 2, students will have completed
Theme 3 fully providing students with a
solid foundation on Multiculturalism on
the Hispanic World. This will enable
students to progress to Theme 4 where
they can make links with political life in
the Hispanic world and its influence on
the societies but also cultures which
have entered these.

Vocabulary:

THEME 4:

Aspects of political life in the Hispanic
World.

Topic 4: Jóvenes de hoy, Ciudadanos del
Mañana.

Topic 5: Monarquías y dictaduras.

Grammar:

● Use of the present subjunctive
● Use of imperatives
● Use of the perfect subjunctive
● Revise the preterite tense
● Form and use the imperfect



subjunctive
● Use a sequence of tenses.

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

Autumn 1
Topic: La Inmigración (Immigration) + El
Racismo (Racism)

Lesson 1: Los beneficios y los
aspectos negativos de la inmigración
Vocabulary objective: Discuss the
positive and negative aspects of
immigration.
Grammar objective: Form and use the
present tense.
Production objective: Improve the
understanding and usage of dictionaries.

Lesson 2: La inmigración en el
mundo hispánico.

Vocabulary objective: Learn more about
immigration in the Spanish - speaking
world.

Grammar objective: Revise the preterite
and imperfect tenses.

Production objective:The use and
understanding of loan words in a written
exercise and text.

Lesson 3 : Individual Research
Project (IRP)

Lesson Objectives:
● Select and research about the

Spring 1 :

Como agua para chocolate

Lesson 1 : Introduction

Lesson Objectives : To teach the context
of the book as it is set during the
Mexican Revolution.

Lesson 2 : Chapter 1

Lesson Objectives: To read the first
chapter and familiarise ourselves with
the main characters.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Understand the
tradition in which Tita has been put in
and be able to express opinions about it.

Progress Task : Students to fill in
gaps in a short summary of chapter 1
and do a true or false activity about
chapter 2 as a recap activity.



theme they intend to analyse for
their personal project.

● Understand the structure needed
to carry out a successful
research.

● To understand the marks, this
task accounts for their final
A-level grade.

Lesson 4 : Individual Research
Project.

● To finalise the selection of a
theme for the IRP.

● To be able to select appropriate
sources for the research.

● Successfully take notes to start
drafting a presentation.

Lesson 5: Los indocumentados y los
posibles problemas.

Vocabulary objective:
To understand the problems
undocumented migrants might face.
Grammar objective: Use and understand
compound tenses in a text or listening.
Production objective: To be able to vary
vocabulary by using synonyms.

Lesson 6: La Inmigración en cifras.

Vocabulary Objective: To understand
figures in the thousands and to be able
to express figures in Spanish in relation
to immigration.

Grammar Objective: Continue to vary
vocabulary by using synonyms.

Lesson 3 : Chapter 2

Lesson Objectives: To read the second
chapter and familiarise ourselves with
the feelings that have aroused between
Tita and Rosaura after Pedro’s
engagement

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Understand the
tradition in which Tita has been put in
and be able to express opinions about
how this tradition has negatively
impacted the relation between the
sisters.

Lesson 4 : Chapter 3

Lesson Objectives: To understand the
fear of Mama Élena for Tita and Pedro’s
relationship.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Understand the
connection of Tita’s foods and the
abandonment of Rosaura



Production objectives: Students will be
able to produce a text stating the figures
in immigration regarding the influx of last
year in the cities of Ceuta and Melilla.

Lesson 7: Repaso
Vocabulary objective: To be able to
discuss in depth about the positive and
negative aspects of immigration,
including situations in the Hispanic world
but also the problems illegal immigrants
face.

Grammar objective: Use of the preterite
tense and compound tenses.

Progress Task:
Students will have to imagine they are
an undocumented migrant which had
arrived in a Hispanic country.

● They have to report how they
felt during the journey

● What are the motives that
made them take that decision

● Dangers encountered on the
way and how the receiving
country reacted upon arrival.

Lesson 8  El racismo, las actitudes
racistas y xenófobas.

Vocabulary objective: Describe and
discuss xenophobic attitudes in the
Spanish speaking world.

Grammar Objectives: Improve use of
nouns and adjectives and express

Lesson 5 : Chapter 4

Lesson Objectives: To understand how
the relationship between Tita and
Rosaura has changed after the birth of
Tita’s nephew.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Write a text
explaining the fluctuations in feelings
between Rosaura and Tita and how
these changed after the birth of her
nephew.

Lesson 6 : Chapter 5

Lesson Objectives: Understand how the
sudden departure of Pedro has changed
Tita’s life and the consequences in the
novel and family surrounding Tita.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Being able to
discuss the grief of Tita and his emotions
once Pedro has left with her nephew,
and how this affects the feelings the
doctor has for Tita.



approval or disapproval.

Production Objective: Students should
be able to engage into a general
conversation using statements which
show approval or disapproval about the
legislation in place surrounding racism.
They should also use key expressions
and vocabulary which are included in
this topic.

Lesson 9: Las medidas contra el
racismo.

Vocabulary Objective: To understand
and discuss measures to combat racism
and their effectiveness.

Grammar objective: To understand and
apply the use of the conditional tense.

Production objective: Use the vocabulary
regarding measures to combat racism
applying the verbs in gerund form (-ing).

Lesson 10: Gramática. El uso del
pretérito y perfecto.

Vocabulary objective: Students should
understand the difference between the
preterite and imperfect tense.

Grammar: Following the steps provided,
students will understand how to form the
perfect tense and its usage (aux + verb
in the past).

Lesson 7 : Chapter 6

Lesson Objectives: To read the sixth
chapter and familiarise ourselves with
how events unfold and understand the
turning point of the Novel.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Understand and
discuss the motive that led Tita to stop
talking. How this would give Dr Brown an
opportunity to establish a relationship
with Tita.

Lesson 8 : Chapter 7

Lesson Objectives: To understand how
the past of Mama Elena’s has an
influence on the relationship with Tita.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Students Will be
able to understand and discuss the
connection of Mama Elena’s past and
the hatred for Tita.

Lesson 9 : Chapter 8



Production Objectives: Translation
activity into Spanish where students
have to form correctly the tense learnt.

Lesson 11: Independent Research
Project.

● Continue to draft the presentation
into the chosen topics.

● Include sources that were used
and information such as; where
students gained the information
and how reliable it is?

● Start creating sub themes based
on the main theme of the IRP.
(Facts, Statistics, Positive &
aspects, legislation etc.)

Lesson 12: Independent Research
Project.

● Students should have finalised
their selection about the topic

● Students should have collected a
wide range of hispanic sources.

● Students will be able to start
including information in Spanish
about the sub themes selected.

Lesson 13: La legislación antiracista.

Vocabulary Objective: Look at the
current legislation against racism and
discuss possible new legislation.

Grammar Objective: Use future tenses
to be able to include vocabulary when

Lesson Objectives: Students will
understand how the new birth of
Rosaura’s daughter has brought Pedro
and Tita together and how Dr Brown
feels seeing the closeness of both.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Being able to
discuss the anger Tita feels for Pedro
when he asks her not get married and
the emotions of Dr Brown for Tita.

Lesson 10 : Chapter 9

Lesson Objectives: Students will
understand the consequences for the
characters or Tita and Pedro having a
relationship.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Being able to
discuss at which stage of their lives are
each sister.

Lesson 11 : Chapter 10

Lesson Objectives: Students will
understand the close relationship



creating future legislations.

Production Objectives: To be able to
express obligations in the target
language using the vocabulary learnt
and the grammar.

Lesson 14: La prohibición de partidos
políticos que fomentan actitudes
xenófobas y racistas.

Vocabulary Objective: Continue to look
at legislation surrounding racism and
also discussing political parties that have
fomented these attitudes.

Grammar intend: Continue to use
expressions of obligations such as :
must, should, have to, ought to +
conditional.

Production objective: Students will have
to discuss the following points using the
target language.

● Students will discuss if political
parties that foment racist and
xenophobe attitude should be
banned and what actions should
be taken against these.

Lesson 15: Repaso

Vocabulary Objective: To be able to
discuss in depth about the issues
surrounding racism in Hispanic
countries, legislation in place to combat

between Tita and Gertrudis.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Students will be
able to discuss the consequences of
Mama Elena’s fight with Tita on Tita’s
body.

Lesson 12 : Chapter 11

Lesson Objectives: Students will be able
to understand what the return of John
means for Tita.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: Students will be
able to discuss Tita and Rosaura’s fight.

Lesson 13 : Chapter 12

Lesson Objectives: Students will be able
to understand what is the meaning of
Esperanza and Alex’s wedding.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.



racism, possible new legislations that will
protect hispanic societies.
Grammar: Use of the perfect tense +
future tense + conditional tense +
imperfect tense.

Progress Task:
Students will discuss and analyse the
following statement “ La educación
es la mayor arma para luchar contra
el racismo y la xenofobia”

● Based on the statement, what
measures can parents and
teachers take to combat
racism.

● Explain in detail what exact
steps teachers and students
should take but also, what
legislation should be in place
to support the statement
above.

Lesson 16 :Independent Research
Project.

● Students should now gather
enough information regarding
their topic and should have
completed the research in which
they will be questioned on.

● Students will continue to improve
their work and will continue to
include information related to the
topic chosen.

Lesson 17: Independent Research
Project.

Production objective: Students will be
able to explain what the decision of Tita
and Pedro of living together means.

Lesson 14 : Progress Task

Students have to write down a
summary chapter per chapter of the
book

Lesson 14 : Characters Analysis

Lesson Objectives: Understand the
characters in the book and how they
interact with each other.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: To do a mindmap
of all the characters and how they are
linked with each other.

Lesson 15 : Themes Analysis : Food

Lesson Objectives: To understand what
part food plays in the book and the
importance of it.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.



● Students by the end of this
lesson  should have completed
their presentation including key
information; facts, figures,
important and decisive dates,
people that supported the cause
etc.

● Start drafting the summary of
your presentation into a Word
Document.

Lesson 18: Introduction to the book
“Como agua para chocolate”

Vocabulary Objectives: To get to know
the characters and their role prior to the
reading of the book.

Grammar intent: To understand new
words by using the help of the dictionary
and cognates.

Production objective: Students will
understand the role of each character
and will start forming their opinion about
them.

Lesson 19: To understand the
Mexican Revolution and the relation
with this novel.

Vocabulary objective: To know the
important figures that took part in the
Mexican Revolution and how they are
related in the book.

Grammar objective: To understand and

Production objective: To be able to
understand an exam question and plan
for an essay.

Lesson 16 : Theme Analysis : Love

Lesson Objectives: To understand what
part love plays in the book and the
importance of it.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: To be able to
understand an exam question and plan
for an essay.

Lesson 17 : Theme Analysis : The
revolution

Lesson Objectives: To understand what
part the Mexican revolution plays in the
book and the importance of it.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: To be able to
understand an exam question and plan



translate idioms used and native
expressions that will be used in the
novel.

Productive objective: Make connections
with events that happened in the
Mexican Revolution and some events of
the Novel

Lesson 20: Personal Independent
Project.

● A summary of the presentation
should be completed

Progress Task:
Students will have to show the
findings of their presentation using
no more than 300 words including
key information; facts, figures,
important and decisive dates, people
that supported the cause etc.

● Based on your personal
research, write an article that
will include all the key
information for your chosen
topic.

● Make sure you support your
arguments and facts by using
references that are reliable and
authentic.

Lesson 21: Understanding Capítulo ll
de como agua para chocolate.

Lesson Objective: Students will read this
chapter outloud correcting pronunciation

for an essay.

Lesson 18 : Theme Analysis :
Rebellion

Lesson Objectives: To understand what
part rebellion plays in the book and the
importance of it.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: To be able to
understand an exam question and plan
for an essay.

Lesson 19 : Theme Analysis : The
tradition

Lesson Objectives: To understand what
part the tradition plays in the book and
the importance of it.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: To be able to
understand an exam question and plan
for an essay.

Lesson 20 : The author’s technique



and annotating any words that are not
clear.

Grammar Objective: To correct
pronunciation where appropriate  and
annotate any words that are unfamiliar.
Continue to understand hispanic
expressions.

Production Objective: To achieve
comprehension about this chapter by
answering questions and summarising
this chapter.

Autumn 2

Topic: La convivencia (Coexistence) +
Jóvenes de hoy, ciudadanos del
mañana.

Lesson 1: La convivencia de culturas.

Vocabulary objective: To understand the
different ways cultures integrate in the
Hispanic Societies.

Grammar objective: Form and use
prepositions.

Production objective: Use language for
describing change.

Lesson 2: La convivencia de culturas
y los rechazos.

Lesson Objectives: To understand what
literary techniques the author uses.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: To be able to make
a mind minp to summarise what has
been seen.

Lesson 21 : Essay Writing

Lesson Objectives: To understand how
to write an essay in Spanish.

Grammar objective: to be able to
understand vocabulary using the context
of the text.

Production objective: To be able to
understand an exam question and plan
for an essay.

Lesson 22 : RAP Task

Students to redraft the essay they
have written last time following
teacher’s feedback.



Vocabulary objective: Understand and
describe the types of rejection different
cultures face when trying to integrate in
the Hipanic Society.

Grammar objective: Understand the use
of preterite when describing change.

Production objective: To be able to
understand and use the vocabulary and
grammar when explaining coexistence of
cultures.

Lesson 3 : Individual Research
Project (IRP)

Lesson Objectives:

● Summary of their
presentation must be
completed and proofread for
spelling mistakes.

● Understand the information
needed to prepare for their
speaking assessment.

● To understand the marks, this
task accounts for their final
A-level grade.

Lesson 4 : Individual Research
Project.



● To start producing their
individual questions about the
topic they have researched.

● To be able to select
appropriate sources for the
research.

● Successfully take notes to
start drafting concise
questions.

Lesson 5: La educación.

Vocabulary objective:Understand and
describe the issues surrounding the
integration of different cultures within the
sphere of education.

Grammar objective: Use and understand
pronouns and its uses.

Production objective: Vary sentence
structure to enhance writing.

Lesson 6: La adaptación de las
culturas de países Latinoamericanos.

Vocabulary Objective: To understand
ways to support culture integration.

Grammar Objective: Continue to broad
vocabulary by using direct and indirect



pronouns.

Production objectives: Students will be
able to converse with peers about their
opinion on culture integration including
discussion on differences in opinion.

Lesson 7 Gramática: El uso de
pronombres directos e indirectos.

Vocabulary objective: Students should
understand the difference between direct
and indirect pronouns and how to use
them.

Grammar: Following grammatical rules
provided, students will understand how
and when to use direct and indirect
pronouns.

Production Objectives: Translation
activity into Spanish where students
have to correctly translate pronouns
depending on the grammatical structure.

Lesson 8:  Las religiones:

Vocabulary objective: Understand and
describe the coexistence of various
religions in the Hispanic World.

Grammar Objectives: Understand when



to use adverbs.

Production Objective: Students should
be able to structure an argument using
the correct vocabulary and grammar,
expressing their opinions and views.

Lesson 9: La convivencia
interreligiosa en países
latinoamericanos.

Vocabulary objective: To be able to
discuss inter religious coexistence in
Argentina. Including legislation to
support the integration.

Grammar objective: Continue to use and
identify adverbs, but also apply them   to
arguments and written answers.

Production Objective: Students should
be able to structure an argument using
the correct vocabulary and grammar,
expressing their opinions and views
about the interreligious coexistence.

Lesson 10: Revision

Vocabulary objective: To be able to
discuss in depth if a great variety of
religions enriches the culture of a
country but also be able to define
“coexistence”



Grammar objective: Use adverbs,
indirect and direct pronouns.

Production Objectives: Students will be
able to correctly apply their writing skills
by creating a text using the relevant
vocabulary but also creating
grammatically correct structured
sentences in Spanish.

Progress Task:

●       Students will have to write
a formal letter stating, in
depth if a great variety of
religions enriches the culture
of a country but also, be able
to define “coexistence”.

●       Students must write their
letter in a structured way
creating correctly and
sequenced the introduction,
main body and conclusion of
the letter.

●       Students will have to use
formal possessive pronouns
when referring to the reader.

Lesson 11: Independent Research
Project.

● To continue to produce their



individual questions about the
topic they have researched.

● Making sure students are
including relevant information
that is concise and answers
the question they are given.

● Successfully take notes to
start drafting an answer.

Lesson 12: Independent Research
Project.

● To continue to produce
information to help with the
researched.

● Making sure students are
including relevant information
that is concise and answers
the question they are given.

● Successfully take notes to
start drafting an answer.

Lesson 13: Novela como agua para
chocolate.

Vocabulary Objective: To start
understanding the setting which the
author of the Novel “Como agua para
chocolate” used. Understanding the
relation between the Novel and the



Mexican Revolution.

Grammar Objective: Understand the
preterite and imperfect tenses of
irregular verbs that are encountered in
the introduction of the book.

Production Objectives: To be able to
express understanding of the correlation
of the Mexican Revolution with the time
the Novel was set.

Lesson 14: Revision.

Vocabulary Objective: To be able to
understand the vocabulary covered in
topics from As but also the ones covered
in Autumn 1 & 2.

Grammar intend: To be able to
understand misconceptions in
grammatical structures and rectify these
using the topics from As but also the
ones covered in Autumn 1 & 2.

Production objective: Students will feel
confident when completing a listening
task and summarising what has been
heard, applying correctly the relevant
vocabulary from the topic.

Lesson 15: Revision.

Vocabulary Objective: To recall



information and key events in the film “El
Laberinto del Fauno”.

Grammar intent: To be able to correctly
use key expressions to describe a scene
or a narration.

Production objective: Students will be
able to structure an essay correctly
answering to a question relating the key
events but also relations betweens
characters.

Lesson 16 :Independent Research
Project.

● Students should now have
gathered enough information
in order to answer possible
questions about their topic,
and should have completed
their reference list from where
the information was taken.

● Students will answer my
feedback on improvements
and will continue to include
information related to the
topic chosen.

Lesson 17: Independent Research
Project.

● Students should now have



gathered enough information in order to
answer possible questions about their
topic and should have completed their
reference list from where the information
was taken.

● Students will answer my
feedback on improvements
and will continue to include
information related to the
topic chosen.

Lesson 18: Introduction to the topic
“Jóvenes de Hoy ciudadanos del
mañana”

Vocabulary Objectives: Discuss the
importance of politics in young people’s
lives.

Grammar intent: To understand the
formation and usage of the present
subjunctive.

Production objective: Students will be
able to use a variety of negative
expressions, including the relevant
vocabulary and grammar.

Lesson 19: Los Jóvenes y su actitud
hacia la política: activismo o apatía



Vocabulary objective: To understand why
youth’s attitude to politics is changing.

Grammar intent: To understand the
formation and usage of the present
subjunctive.

Production objective: Students will be
able to use a variety of negative
expressions including the relevant
vocabulary and grammar, but also
include reasons why attitudes have
changed and how it has affected politics.

Lesson 20: Revision

Vocabulary objective: To be able to
discuss in depth Spain’s youth
unemployment problem.

Grammar objective: Use present
subjunctive.

Production Objectives: Students will be
able to correctly apply their writing skills
by creating a text using the relevant
vocabulary, but also creating
grammatically correct structured
sentences in Spanish.

Progress Task:

Students will have to show the
findings of their presentation using



no more than 300 words including
key information; facts, figures,
important and decisive policies that
can tackle youth unemployment.

●       Based on your personal
research, write an article
that will include all the key
information for your
chosen topic.

●       Make sure you support
your arguments and facts
by using references that
are reliable and authentic.

Lesson 21: El paro entre los jóvenes.

Lesson Objective: Discuss
unemployment situation amongst young
people nowadays and how it is affecting
them.

Grammar Objective: To understand the
use of imperative when expressing a
command, and its irregular forms.

Production Objective: To be able to
further examine and talk about datas



and trends.

Lesson 22: El paro entre los jóvenes
apoyo para terminar la situación.

Lesson Objective: Discuss ways to
tackle unemployment and how charities
are supporting young people in finding
employment, but also the creation of job
opportunities.

Grammar Objective: To understand the
use of imperative when expressing a
command, and its irregular forms.

Production Objective: To be able to
further examine and talk about dates
and trends.

Lesson 23: Su sociedad ideal.

Lesson Objective: Describe and discuss
the type of society young people in the
Hispanic world want to live in.

Grammar Objective: To understand the
use of imperfect subjunctive and how to
identify it in a text.

Production Objective: Students will be
able to express an opinion or evaluation.



Lesson 24: Su sociedad.

Lesson Objective: Discuss
unemployment and youth without
education and how more can be done to
help this generation.

Grammar Objective: To understand the
use of imperative when expressing a
command, and its irregular forms.

Production Objective: To be able to
further examine and talk about dates
and trends.

Adaptations for SEND N/A N/A

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Autumn 1
Students will comprehend, analyse and
discuss racism in Spanish Speaking
countries using vocabulary learnt and
also legislation already in place. Also
how some aspects of racism relate in the
non hispanic world. Discussion about
possible legislation that could combat
racism.

Autumn 2
This half-term students will be able to
build up on the previous vocabulary
learnt including legislation against
racism and how it is used under the

Spring 1:

Students are able to understand how
coexistence has an impact on relations
within a society and how racism
emerges within these. Students will be
able to make links anti-racist legislation
learnt in the previous term, and how this
can be applied in coexistence including
suggestions to tackle racism and support
the integration of different cultures.

Spring 2



spanish constitution and it’s penal code,
but also, students will have the
opportunity to learn how racism affects
negatively the way different cultures and
races integrate into Hispanic societies
and what can be done to facilitate this
integration including in educational
settings.

This half-term students will have the
opportunity to look at youth’s attitudes
towards politics and will understand how
political parties can support combat
racism and the importance of youth’s
participation in order to promote
awareness within the Hispanic World.
Students will also understand how
racism occurred during dictatorships and
the influence other aspects of one’s life
can have on racism such as gender,
religion and culture.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Autumn 1
Students have a previous knowledge on
gender inequality and how this affects
Spanish society. Students will discuss
issues surrounding women in the
workforce and also the gender gap in the
managerials roles. This theme will allow
students to gain knowledge about
problems that impact hispanic societies
including facts and figures from reliable
sources. This will allow students to
understand legislation surrounding
gender inequality but also the
misconceptions about the type of jobs a
woman “should '' or “shouldn’t” do.

Autumn 2
In this half-term we will explore how
gender intersects with different aspects
of life such as racism and discrimination.
We will do this by looking at how

Spring 1:

Students have a previous knowledge on
racism but also how it affects individuals
differently depending on other aspects of
their life. We will explore the policies
surrounding women’s rights within the
Hispanic Society and the role of women
in Hispanic Politics.

Spring 2:

Students will have a background on the
role of women in politics in the Hispanic
World and the inclusion of legislation to
provide equal rights. But also, in this half
term we will explore the changes that
have occurred since the dictatorships
enabling students to understand the
challenges women faced but also the



discrimination and racism can be
aggrevated when there is an intersection
with gender and how it difficults further
the integration in hispanic societies and
employment settings.

expectations of them throughout the
dictatorships in the Hispanic World.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Autumn 1
Students are shown immigration influx in
South American countries and how this
has an impact in the hispanic societies.

Autumn 2
Students will explore how different
cultures integrate within Hispanic
Societies including South America and it
can differ from integration in Spain.

Spring 1:

Students will learn politics surrounding
Countries in South America and how this
differs from Spain linking with sociology
and behavioural aspects of different
societies.

Spring 2:

Students will have the opportunity to
learn and explore different dictatorships
and its history. Students will also
understand how Hispanic dictatorships
such as Franco’s had strong links with
Germany's dictatorship and the impact
on the rest of the world.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Autumn 1
Students will be tested throughout this
half-term on the 4 skills they need to
master a language using a variety of
different activities : listening, reading,
writing and speaking to assess their
vocabulary and grammar knowledge to
estimate if they can understand the
target language (passively) but also if
they are able to express themselves in

Spring 1:

Students will be tested on the 4 skills
they need to master a language:
listening, reading, writing and speaking
to assess their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language



the target language (actively).

Autumn 2
This half-term Students will continue to
actively use and improve the 4 skills
needed to master a language focusing
on their assessments that take place in
Autumn 2. Students will use a variety of
activities and progress tasks to practise
their skills including the vocabulary and
grammar that this topic focuses on. This
will enable students to understand what
skill they have mastered and which one
needs to be improved in order to
succeed in their assessment.

(passively) butalso if they are able to
express themselves in the target
language (actively).

Spring 2:

Students will be tested on the 4 skills
they need to master a language:
listening, reading, writing and speaking
to assess their vocabulary and grammar
knowledge to estimate if they can
understand the target language
(passively) butalso if they are able to
express themselves in the target
language (actively).


